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Abstract 

IEEE 802.11-based Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have become a de facto 

alternative network solution for the widespread and rapid deployments of wireless 

metropolitan area networks in recent decade, in addition to traditional mobile cellular 

networks e.g. 3G/4G. It has drawn a huge amount of attention in both research and 

industry communities to explore its pros and cons and improve its performance. We 

embrace this future and envision that WMNs will keep up evolving and finally dominate 

the mainstream wireless wide area networks rather than 5G networks to serve mobile 

applications on pervasive smartphones in coming future, similar to what had happened 

between IP and ATM technology in the field of wired networks in late 90s in last century. 

802.11-based WMN serves the purpose to provide pervasive mobile Internet access and 

intranet communications in enormous and sophisticated application scenarios. Despite 

time-insensitive applications such as web browsing and email, 802.11-based WMN faces 

a major challenge which is how to fully support time-sensitive mobile applications, e.g. 

streaming media, Voice over IP (VoIP), video conference, Internet of Things (IoT), and 

etc. These aforementioned mobile applications all require small delay and low packet loss 

encountered when there are interruptions of communication which are mainly caused by 

handoff procedures. Particularly, the challenge aggravates when more and more frequent 

handoffs occurred in a WMN with dense APs in real-world deployment. For an instance, 

when a Mobile Client (MC) moves randomly, it has to constantly change its point of 

association, e.g. Access Point (AP) or mesh router, due to the proximity of small 

coverage of the radio signal. The performance of streaming media demands such a delay 
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to be less than 300ms while VoIP demands that less than 50ms, specified by International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard [6]. When it comes to the newly emerged 

applications of IoT in recent years, the delay of packets between sensors and actuators 

and the back-end server needs to below 5ms.  Nevertheless, the current legacy 802.11-

based WMN handoff procedures could cause an end-to-end delay exceeding 1 second [2] 

so that it cannot guarantee such Quality of Service (QoS) at all. 

In order to respond to the aforementioned challenge, we explore the problem domain to 

understand the mechanisms behind and aim to improve the mechanisms of handoff 

procedures on multiple levels so as to support QoS of mobile applications. In general, it 

mainly covers Layer 2 (L2 i.e. Data link Layer) handoff and Layer 3 (L3, i.e. IP Layer) 

handoff respectively, and occasionally even involves higher layer. The L2 handoff deals 

with issues of probing for the most suitable AP, authentication of MC, and association 

with AP. The L3 handoff involves issues of IP acquaintance, IP mobility, authentication 

and security of IP connectivity. In this work, we address the problem of Secure Fast 

Handoff (SFH) which is to tackle the delay and packet loss issues while maintaining 

secure communication on L2 and L3 as well.  

In our research, we systematically investigate the related issues, generalize problems, and 

propose novel and effective mechanisms to solve the aforementioned challenge. We 

propose a theoretic framework to facilitate fast and secure handoff for all time-sensitive 

applications in 802.11-based WMNs on the basis of procedure parameter optimization, 

network-based proactive AP-probing schemes, and improved authentication protocols. 

Moreover, the mechanisms are implemented in a real-world testbed, evaluated and 
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developed to improve the performance for mobile applications. The contributions of us 

are summarized as follows:  

First, we address the fast handoff problem with an empirical study on an 802.11-based 

WMN testbed HAWK (Heterogeneous Advanced Wireless Mesh Networks), which 

incorporates our reactive L2 and L3 fast handoff schemes: Background Selective Channel 

Scanning and Location Management-based Routing Update, on top of off-the-shelf 

hardware. It is a tradeoff between optimal performance and low practical cost so that it 

can apply to real-world scenarios as much as possible. A series of field tests are 

conducted to investigate and fine-tune key parameters of the above reactive schemes in 

order to evaluate the performance. 

Second and mainly, to address secure fast handoff problem in an 802.11-based WMN, a 

novel total solution comprised of Network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) and Dual Re-

Authentication (DRA) has been proposed. In particular, the NRS scheme is proposed to 

proactively obtain neighboring AP knowledge by measuring and profiling the radio 

characteristics and to determine the most suitable AP to associate prior to actual handoff. 

The Dual Re-authentication mechanism is proposed to enable fast handoff by granting the 

MC an immediate access based on a lightweight authentication as long as the associate 

AP is determined, while a strong authentication is executed within a period of timeslot. 

The proposed solution is optimized in terms of fast handoff at cost of a prior training 

stage in the deployment of the network and actualized authentication to secure 

communication afterwards. 
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Furthermore, to address the handoff problem in an AP-dense 802.11-based WMN 

environment which has been more prominent, we advance our proposed technique NRS 

and further develop Temporal-NRS (T-NRS) scheme, which leverages historical 

knowledge of APs associated in time series to assist in handoff decision in addition to 

NRS technique based on spatial knowledge. The enhanced scheme improves the 

performance whilst greatly eliminates the inflexibility of the original approach. 

At last, to continue addressing the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment, a 

novel handoff scheme called OppoScan (Opportunistic Scanning) supported by virtual 

radio is proposed. OppoScan opportunistically leverages nearby MCs and APs to produce 

the required information of neighboring AP for handoff, thus significantly decrease the 

number of switching channel of APs. Our evaluation based on experiments indicates that 

OppoScan can efficiently achieve low delay while maintaining handoff in more practical 

scenarios for 802.11-based WMN. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1     Rise of 802.11-based Wireless Networks 

The convergence of traditional mobile cellular communication systems and the emerging 

wireless access networks has been a prevailing phenomenon in recent decades with the 

evolution and proliferation of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Wireless 

Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) technologies. The popularity of WLAN networks 

is indicated by Wi-Fi hotspots being deployed worldwide and approximately 3 billion 

Wi-Fi enabled devices being sold as of second quarter, 2016 [36]. IEEE 802.11 standard 

is one of the most dominant technologies for wireless access networks. Portable 802.11 

enabled devices, such as smartphones, notebooks and personal multimedia devices are 

becoming increasingly popular. As many mobile applications for 802.11 enabled devices 

require higher Quality of Service (QoS) and better mobility support, there is an increasing 

demand for improving the performance of 802.11-based networks. Deployment of 

multiple APs (Access Points) is an effective way to improve the capacity and 

performance of 802.11-based networks. Nowadays, more and more large-scale 802.11-

based networks with multiple APs have been deployed in public venues and even city-

wide in order to provide broadband wireless networking services to a larger area.  

One of important goals of deploying such networks is to support seamless services 

roaming when mobile users are on the go. For example, a user making VoIP (Voice over 
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IP) calls from an 802.11 enabled smartphone should not experience service disruption or 

quality degradation to the calls when the user moves around in the network. In practice, 

this is a challenging task mainly due to the long delay incurred in the 802.11 handoff 

procedures, during which the data services are disrupted.  

Previously, WLAN is used as wireless access network to provide Internet access. The 

major applications are data services. The popularity of 802.11b/a/g/n WLAN as the last-

mile wireless access networks for Internet, instead of its original role of data 

communication for local area networks, has opened a new window of academic and 

industrial researchers. As a wireless access network for Internet, all kinds of broadly-used 

data services and applications are supposed to be enabled and provided in such an 802.11 

WLAN environment. More than that, in the aforementioned merged heterogeneous 

wireless network scenario which lays the foundation for the next-generation mobile 

communication system in the coming future, the voice applications supported imposes 

more critical challenges upon the 802.11 WLAN, which requires the same QoS for end 

users as it does in traditional mobile cellular communication world. 

1.1.2     Applications Requirements upon Wireless Networks 

Traditionally, 802.11 WLAN complements conventional mobile cellular networks by 

providing higher bandwidth with cheaper even totally zero expenditure only in small 

coverage. For example, the present cellular networks, e.g. 4G network offers potential 

throughputs of 20Mbps and 802.11a/g/n WLAN offers potential throughputs of around 

300~500Mbps.  In the meanwhile, the cellular mobile networks dominate the market of 
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access networks with much larger coverage, usually nation-wise, and the commercial 

services of carrier-grade QoS. 

802.11 standards can potentially offer higher bandwidths than cellular networks. 

However, qualitative comparisons of 802.11-based networks and current 4G networks are 

unjust because 4G networks are partially circuit-switched whereas 802.11-based 

networks are packet-switched. The profound difference of 802.11 WLAN compared with 

a cellular network is its shared medium access and hence bandwidths and delays are 

influenced by surrounding mobile users. 4G networks provide a guaranteed connection 

and delays and bandwidth are only affected by the distance to the cell tower. 

Subsequently, the application scenarios have been radically changing since 802.11 

WLAN becomes more popular, covers larger areas, and connects with other 802.11 

WLAN. How to achieve similar application QoS, particularly VoIP and IoT, in the 

connected 802.11 WLANs as that in cellular networks imposes the largest challenge 

which lie in front of 802.11-based WLAN. 

It should be noted that nowadays we practically work on 802.11-based Wireless Mesh 

Networks (WMNs) so that 802.11-based WLAN and 802.11-based WMN are 

exchangeable and alternatively used hereafter in this thesis. The referred WMN is based 

on 802.11 WLAN whereas further supported by IP Layer multiple relay communication 

via wired or wireless backbone connections to extend the coverage of single WLAN.  

IEEE 802.11-based WMN has been a promising candidate for rapid and widespread 

deployment of WMAN in recent years. It merges multiple WLANs and serves as a 

community network, campus network, or corporate network to offer pervasive Internet 
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access and intra-network communications in larger area. Despite the time-insensitive 

applications, e.g. web browsing, email, the biggest challenge it faces is to enable time-

sensitive applications such as streaming media and VoIP which requires low delay and 

packet loss during the interruption of communication.  

The most common interruption of communication in 802.11-based WMN occurs in the 

event of handoff, which is that a MC moves and changes its point of attachment, e.g. 

Access Point (AP), from one to the other in the network. Under this circumstance, 

streaming media applications demand a delay to be less than 300ms while VoIP demands 

that less than 50ms, specified by the long accredited International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU) standard [6].  When it comes to the newly emerged applications of IoT in 

recent years, the delay of packets between sensors and actuators and the back-end server 

needs to below 5ms. Nevertheless, the current legacy 802.11-based WMN handoff 

procedures could cause an end-to-end delay exceeding 1 second [2] so that it cannot 

guarantee such QoS at all. During the handoff process, MC is unable to send or receive 

data. If the handoff takes longer, packets could be missed and the session could be 

dropped.  

In addition to that, the communication needs to be secured so that authentication 

mechanisms are enabled during the handoff. The authentication procedures which 

involve many rounds of handshaking and exchange of authentication packets will 

introduce more interruptions of communication. Obviously, the longer interruption 

caused by a secured handoff will further deteriorate the QoS performance.  
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Therefore in this research, the key issue to achieve desirable QoS of low delay and packet 

loss is about to reduce the communication interruptions introduced by handoff procedures. 

1.2 Problem Domain and Challenges 

1.2.1 Handoff Procedures in 802.11-based WMN 

The major difficulty of communications in WMN is the issue of mobility. Although 

wireless networks were designed to support roaming, the early design considerations 

were that MCs would be stationary whilst using the network, otherwise it was known as 

‘nomadic’ operation. Advances in miniaturization of portable devices have led to the 

introduction of 802.11 enabled handheld’s such as PDA’s and smartphones. These 

devices demand fast, seamless roaming and mobile operation when they are on the move. 

Current research in mobility can be divided into Layer 2 (Data link Layer, L2), Layer 3 

(IP Layer, L3), inter-domain mobility and cell mobility. Layer 2 mobility is the capability 

to move between APs within the same subnet or routed domain. Layer 3 mobility is the 

capability to move between APs located in different subnets, introducing IP addressing 

issues. Inter-domain mobility occurs between differently governed networks such as a 

free hotspot and a carrier’s wireless network. Cellular mobility occurs when a dual band 

device roams outside the WMN network and a cell call must be made to maintain the 

connection. These handoffs are shown as the below in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Handoff problems on different level of 802.11-based WMN / Cellular Network 

In the case of Layer 2, Layer 3 and inter-domain handoff, the delays are cumulative. For 

example, inter-domain mobility will incur the delays of Layer 2 and Layer 3 mobility. 

However, the scope of this research is confined to Layer 2 as well as Layer 3 mobility in 

homogeneous networks, often referred to as handoff. In 802.11-based networks, a 

handoff occurs when a mobile client moves out from the radio coverage area of its actual 

serving AP to a new target AP.  

A complete process of handoff in 802.11-based WMN covers aspects of establishing 

wireless link and maintaining IP connectivity which are respectively referred to Layer 2 

handoff and Layer 3 handoff. Issues in handoff process are shown in Figure 2. The L2 

handoff involves issues of probing for the most suitable AP, authentication of the MC 

and association with the AP, while L3 handoff involves issues of IP acquaintance and 

location management. 
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Figure 2 Handoff issues in details in 802.11-based WMN 

1.2.2 Challenges of Secure Fast Handoff 

As illustrated in Figure 3 below, the handoff issue involves interruptions of multiple 

dimensional operations of the network from physical layer L1 on the bottom to 

application layer L4 on the top. The standard 802.11 handoff operations on L2 are 

comprised of three procedures: namely scanning, authentication and re-association. The 

scanning is that a MC collects information about neighboring APs and chooses the most 

appropriate AP to handoff. The authentication procedure is to authenticate and authorize 

the access to the AP. The association procedure is to establish the association with AP.  
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Figure 3 Handoff delay accumulated in 802.11-based WMN 

Therefore Layer 2 handoff delays are composed of scanning, re-authentication and re-

association delays. The fundamentals of this research aim to reduce such delays. We 

mainly address on Layer 2 handoff issue in this thesis due to it contributes the majority of 

the delay. 

Scanning delay: The scanning delay is the time taken to scan every channel for APs. It 

involves determining the characteristics of channels of surrounding APs. There are two 

scanning mechanisms are defined, namely passive and active scanning. Using default 

mechanisms in 802.11 networks, the scanning delays vary between 80 and 1100ms [30] 

[34]. Scanning delays are the focus of this research and are subsequently discussed in 

greater details. 

Re-authentication delay: Re-authentication delay is the time taken to securely provide 

credentials to the next AP in order to authenticate and authorize the access to the new AP. 

Re-association delay: Since association procedure is to establish the association with AP 

in the first time, the re-association procedure is to associate with the next AP after 

handoff. 
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An end-to-end delay caused by the complete handoff process in a standard 802.11-based 

WMN could be accumulated and exceed more than several seconds, which results in an 

unacceptable degraded quality of time-sensitive applications, e.g. VoIP, location 

management, etc. The ITU specifies that total end-to-end delay for VoIP must not exceed 

50ms. It should be noted it is not an arbitrary objective but provides a target to aim for. 

1.2.3 Objectives of Secure Fast Handoff 

Since the communication of low delay and packet loss is referred as seamless 

communication, a handoff which facilitates seamless communication is called as 

seamless handoff. Accordingly, fast handoff deals with low delay issues and smooth 

handoff deals with low packet loss. The major efforts of the research community are 

initially focused on the fast handoff because there are more severe constraints on solving 

this problem. 

In practice, this is a challenging task due mainly to the long delay incurred in the 802.11 

handoff procedures, during which the data services are disrupted. The time-sensitive 

applications such as streaming multimedia demand seamless and continuous network 

connectivity whose delay are less than 150ms. A mobile user making VoIP calls from an 

802.11 enabled smartphone should not experience service disruption greater than 50ms 

otherwise the call would be dropped. The delay for such applications as IoT typically 

ranges from 5ms to around 50ms. Network connectivity is lost or the session severely 

degraded if the MC fails to associate with a new AP within the above mentioned time 

constraints as it moves out from the vicinity of the currently associated AP. Since 
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application layer performance is what ultimately matters, any successful handoff 

mechanism must be able to honor such tight timing constraints.  

1.3 Main Contributions of the Thesis 

In our research, we systematically investigate the related issues, generalize problems, and 

propose novel and effective mechanisms to solve the aforementioned challenge and 

achieve the above objectives. We have proposed a theoretic framework to facilitate fast 

and secure handoff for all time-sensitive applications in 802.11-based WMNs on the 

basis of procedure parameter optimization, network-based proactive AP-probing schemes, 

and improved authentication protocols. Moreover, the mechanisms are implemented in a 

real-world testbed, evaluated and developed to improve the performance of the network 

for mobile applications.  

As in the below Figure 4, we classify our proposed solutions and define a framework to 

carry out our studies on secure fast handoff mechanisms. The details of our work are 

summarized as follows:  
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Framework to facilitate secure fast handoff in 802.11-based WMNs 
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Figure 4 Framework of proposed secure fast handoff approaches 

First, we address the fast handoff problem with an empirical study on an 802.11-based 

WMN testbed HAWK (Heterogeneous Advanced Wireless Mesh Networks), which 

incorporates our reactive L2 and L3 fast handoff schemes: Background Selective Channel 

Scanning and Location Management-based Routing Update, on top of off-the-shelf 

hardware. It is a tradeoff between optimal performance and low practical cost so that it 

can apply to real-world scenarios as much as possible. A series of field tests are 

conducted to investigate and fine-tune key parameters of the above reactive schemes in 

order to evaluate the performance. 

Second and mainly, to address secure fast handoff problem in an 802.11-based WMN, a 

novel solution comprised of Network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) and Dual Re-
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Authentication (DRA) has been proposed. In particular, the NRS scheme is proposed to 

proactively obtain neighboring AP knowledge by measuring and profiling the radio 

characteristics and to determine the most suitable AP to associate prior to actual handoff. 

The Dual Re-authentication mechanism is proposed to grant the MC an immediate access 

based on a lightweight authentication as long as the associate AP is determined, while a 

strong authentication is executed within a period of timeslot. The proposed solution is 

optimal in terms of QoS performance at a cost of prior training stage in the deployment 

and a cost of actualize authentication to secure communication afterwards. 

Furthermore, to address the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment and 

forward the above technique Network-assisted Radio Signature, we further propose 

Temporal-NRS (T-NRS) scheme, which leverages historical knowledge of APs 

associated in time series to assist in handoff decision in addition to NRS technique based 

on spatial knowledge. The enhanced scheme improves the performance whilst greatly 

eliminates the inflexibility of the original approach. 

At last, to continue addressing the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment, a 

collaborative scheme OppoScan (Opportunistic Scanning) supported by virtual radio is 

proposed. OppoScan opportunistically leverages nearby MCs and APs to produce the 

required information of neighboring AP for handoff, thus significantly decrease the 

number of switching channel of APs. Our evaluation based on experiments indicates that 

OppoScan can efficiently achieve low delay while maintaining handoff in more practical 

scenarios for 802.11-based WMN. 
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

The structure of the thesis is shown as follows. Chapter 1 is the introduction to the thesis. 

Chapter 2 introduces the background knowledge of secure handoff issues in 802.11-based 

WMN and reviews related works in the literature.  

The main body of the thesis is divided into three parts from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6. 

Chapter 3 proposes an empirical approach of Selective Channel Scanning and Location 

Management-based Routing Update to improve handoff delay with a tradeoff of 

performance in a real-world scenario, which is implemented on our testbed HAWK. 

Chapter 4 presents a total solution of secure fast handoff of a proactive AP-probing 

scheme, namely Network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) and a proactive authentication 

approach in order to achieve optimal performance at certain practical cost.  

Chapter 5 addresses the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment by 

forwarding the above technique Network-assisted Radio Signature to an enhancement of 

Temporal-NRS (T-NRS) scheme, which leverages historical knowledge of APs 

associated in time series to assist in handoff decision in addition to NRS technique based 

on spatial knowledge. 

Chapter 6 further presents an opportunistic cooperative probing scheme OppoScan, by 

utilizing the neighboring APs and MCs’ resources to achieve better performance. 

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and points out our future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 Background and Literature Review  

2.1 General Background of Legacy Handoff 

2.1.1 802.11-based Wireless Networks 

IEEE 802.11 series protocols were standardized in the late 1990s. Since ratified in 1999 

and became the first Physical Layer standard of WLAN, it takes no more than 10 years to 

witness that IEEE802.11b wireless network experienced exponential growth to provide 

cheap and pervasive Internet access in 2000’s. Especially after the industry alliance 

Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi) steps in, the Wi-Fi hotspots are now found everywhere 

including homes, workplaces, governmental buildings, universities, airports and central 

businesses districts. 

It is noticeable that different regulatory bodies in different countries may have set certain 

principle-insignificant different rulings concerning spectrum allocation, e.g. European 

versions of 802.11, security mechanism, e.g. China’s WAPI, etc, currently our research in 

this research only focuses on the typical IEEE standardized specifications. 

Such a merged heterogeneous wireless network lays the foundation for the next-

generation mobile communication system of the coming future. The result has to be a 

network ensuring seamless handovers from one technology to another while providing a 

continuous service to mobile users.  
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Meanwhile, it imposes a critical challenge upon the wireless access networks which is to 

provide the same quality services and applications for end users as in traditional cellular 

communication systems. Wireless networks, such as IEEE 802.11, have been designed to 

offer wireless connectivity with a moderate mobility. To be efficiently integrated, in the 

same global network with cellular networks, WLANs must ensure a better mobility 

support. 

2.1.2 Overview of Layer 2 Handoff 

The Layer 2 handoff procedure in 802.11-based WMN introduces different delays at 

multiple stages. As shown below in Figure 5, this section of the thesis outlines the key 

details regarding the 802.11a/b/g standards and how they impact the handoff. A common 

assumption about the handoff delay is that the wireless radio interfaces currently 

equipped with MC can only receive and send packets on one channel at a given time. A 

MC is unable to communicate with any AP when the handoff operation is performing. It 

is just this characteristic of wireless interface of 802.11 that causes the delay while 

probing for potential new APs, authenticating with new AP and associating with the new 

AP. 
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Figure 5  A complete procedure of Layer 2 handoff in 802.11-based WMN 

2.1.3 Probing for APs 

Probing is the mechanism which a MC performs to search for available new APs as the 

potential candidates in case that handoff occurs. It is the major source of handoff delay. 

The probing could be further divided into handoff initiation, probing and handoff 

decision which are elaborated here below.  

2.1.3.1 Initiation of Probing 

The initiation of probing decides how and when to initiate the probing process. Two 

kinds of initiation mechanisms exist, namely frame loss rate and signal strength: 

i) The frame loss rate technique is straightforward. The handoff is initiated by counting 

unacknowledged frames. The number of unacknowledged frames before triggering the 

handoff is predefined by wireless radio interface, i.e. Network Interface Card (NIC), 
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vendor. The frame loss rate probing initiation is not widely adopted even before 802.11 

WLAN becomes popular. The mechanism implies that heavy frame loss has happened 

due to collision or interference on Physical Layer before initiating the probing, not 

mentioning triggering the handoff. The lost frames and the delay introduced by counting 

frame loss which is NIC vendor-specific both are intolerable to applications and user 

experience.  

ii) Comparatively, signal strength technique does not result in the loss of frames prior to 

probing. Instead of that, signal strength technique initiates probing process before the 

signal deteriorates too much so at to lose frames. The initiation triggers in practice 

include Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Signal-

to-Interference (SIR) and etc. Taking RSSI [2] as an example, it measures the signal 

strength of the associated AP. When the RSSI of a MC drops below a predefined 

threshold, the probing process is initiated. The RSSI threshold value is configurable and 

predefined before the deployment of APs. For dense AP deployment the threshold will 

higher whereas more sporadic AP deployment uses lower thresholds. 

2.1.3.2 Classification of Probing 

Probing is the process of determining the potential available APs in case that handoff 

occurs. When the probing process in undergoing, the MC cannot send or receive frames. 

The original IEEE 802.11 standards present two optional probing mechanisms: namely 

passive probing and active probing which allows flexibility for lower power consumption 

or faster probing. 
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Passive Probing 

The protocol of passive probing is straightforward. The passive probing requires an AP to 

broadcast specific beacon frames to announce its presence. And a MC is required to 

continuously listen for beacon frames that APs broadcast. The MC has no prior 

knowledge about the last beacon transmission and consequently has to scan for the period 

of the beacon interval. 

Given that the default beacon interval is usually 100ms and a MC has to scan each 

channel, the total probing delays will vary based on the number of channels. In general, 

801.11b/g/n takes 300ms to do probing for there are 3 non-overlapping channels while 

802.11a takes 800ms to do probing for there are 8 non-overlapping channels. The 

numeric results are in line with the empirical study result carried out in [2]. 

Although the passive probing is unsuitable for time-sensitive voice applications, it 

requires minimal power consumption and bandwidth usage comparing with active 

probing. 

Active Probing 

The protocol of active probing is a bit complicated than passive probing. The active 

probing process is a mechanism whereby a MC aggressively probes for APs. The MC 

sends out a probe request frame, APs receive the probe request and sends back a probe 

response. The MC retrieves the AP information in the probe response.  
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The duration on each channel for probing is determined by two variables, namely 

MinChannelTime and MaxChannelTime. The MinChannelTime variable is the minimum 

time in TU (Time Units, one TU is equal to 1024 µs.) to stay on each channel while 

probing. While the MaxChannelTime variable is defined as the maximum time in TU to 

stay on each channel while probing [2].  

When the MC actively scans a channel, it broadcasts the probe request and begins the 

MinChannelTime timer. If no response is heard within the MinChannelTime, the MC 

assumes the channel empty and switch to the next channel. If response is received within 

the MinChannelTime, the MC awaits for the MaxChannelTime to collect as many as 

possible AP information as candidate new AP.  

The active probing delay TA is bounded by the formula:  

                      N × MinChannelTime  ≤ TA ≤ N × MaxChannelTime.       (2.1) 

Many studies have attempted to research on the associated delays with active probing. 

Empirical studies have shown that it vary between 50 and 550ms [2]. As claimed 

previously, the probing process is responsible for majority of the total handoff delay. 

Probing delays are the focus of this research and are subsequently discussed in greater 

detail later. 
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2.1.4 Authentication 

Basically the authentication delay is incurred by the exchange of the authentication 

frames. In general, two authentication approaches are widely accepted in 802.11 WLAN. 

One is the open system authentication, in which the AP always accepts a MC without real 

authentication procedure. Optionally, MAC address filtering can be employed with the 

open system authentication. The other is with real authentication process. The 

authentication methods could include Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi Protected 

Access (WPA) and WPA2 etc., which requires that both the AP and MC implement the 

corresponding authentication protocols. 

Taken WEP as an example, the authentication process takes four message exchanges as 

follows: i) The MC requests authentication to the AP by sending a challenge request 

message; ii) The AP sends a random number to the MC through a challenge-response 

message; iii) The MC signs this random number using WEP, which is a pre-shared secret 

key, and sends a response message back to the AP; iv) The AP verifies that the random 

number has been signed by the correct key, by calculating the signature itself and 

comparing the computed and the received values. Once the key has been verified, the AP 

authenticates the MC by sending an approval frame.  

The authentication delay is proportional to the number of messages exchanged between 

the AP and MC. If an IEEE 802.11 network utilizes more complicated and enhanced 

authentication schemes e.g. IEEE 802.1X and EAP-TLS, more authentication delays are 

introduced. Therefore, the secure handoff with authentication becomes an even more 
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challenging issue than fast handoff. In practice, simple WEP authentication introduces 

extra delay less than tens of milliseconds, while 802.1X authentication can consume 

around 1 second.  

Regarding the enhancement to achieve secure but faster handoff, a prominent 

contribution has been made by IEEE 802.11r working group regarding authentication 

delay. The Pair-wise Master Key (PMK) caching can significantly reduce authentication 

delay by allowing PMK to be retained in memory. Using Neighbor Graph to proactively 

distribute PMK to the possible next AP, authentication delay can be reduced to around 

20ms. This 20ms delay is a result of the 4-way handshake required to derive fresh PTK 

(Pairwise Transient Keys) from the PMK. The JIT-TAP (Just-In-Time Transition 

Acceleration Proposal) which became the basis for the 802.11r draft includes 

mechanisms to derive PTK’s prior to handoff. It is estimated that the JIT-TAP 

mechanism will further reduce authentication delays below 5ms. 

2.1.5 Association/Re-association 

The association is the process of associate with an AP within an Extended Service Set 

(ESS). An ESS is a set of one or more interconnected Basic Service Sets (BSSs), where a 

BSS is the service coverage of an AP.  

The association delay is incurred due to the exchange of the association frames. Upon the 

successful completion of the authentication process, a MC sends an association request 

frame to the AP and receives an association response frame and completes the handoff. In 

addition, the next AP and the old AP may interact with each other to deliver frames 
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related to the association. The delay caused by association is relative small. In practice, it 

is at the order of a few milliseconds. 

In the future, the association delay may increase due to more packets to exchange when it 

comes to association. The Inter Access Point Protocol (IAPP) defines more complicated 

association and re-association process known as a fully ratified IEEE standard 802.11f. 

IAPP specifies the context information to be transferred between APs when a MC roams. 

Standard context transfer takes approximately less than 20ms. In the context of roaming, 

IAPP specifies the information or context to be transferred between APs when MC roams 

[18]. Standard context transfer takes approximately 15ms [26]. Similar to the 802.11i 

specification, mechanisms for proactive context transfer using neighbor graphs are an 

optional feature of the standard. Proactive context transfer reduces re-association delay 

from 15ms to 1.5ms [26]. 

Regarding reduce association delay, similar to the 802.11r specification, mechanisms of 

proactive context transfer using neighbor graphs are an effective and option for the 

standard. The proactive context transfer reduces association or re-association delay to the 

order of tens of milliseconds as well.  

The mechanism to reduce association delay is very similar to the efforts on reducing 

authentication delay. In addition to that, context transferring related to association has not 

been mainly adopted rather than simple association. Therefore the research community 

usually does not inject special efforts on this topic. 
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2.1.6 Triggers of Handoff  

Research on the triggers for handoff has been an attractive topic on handoff management 

for decades. In spite of conventional triggers on Physical Layer which includes the 

aforementioned RSSI, SNR and SIR, etc. to provide basic handoff initiation, the research 

community also extend the horizon of the problem further to other higher layer handoff 

triggers. For example, proposed by the 802.11e (QoS) working group, 802.11e 

mechanisms induce handoff when other thresholds such as load balance of APs are 

breached. As a matter of fact, multiple QoS performance indicators can be utilized as 

handoff triggers which include delay, jitter, etc. on lower layers, application QoS on MC 

side, and system-wise QoS, e.g. load balance, fairness. The further work on this topic 

does not fall into the scope of this thesis and will be reserved for continuing research. 

2.1.7 Handoff Decision 

The handoff decision phase occurs after the handoff is initiated and is the point at which 

the MC decides whether to stay connected to the current AP or associate to a new AP. An 

important aim of the research on handoff decision is to achieve association without ping-

pong effect, which means the MC performs handoff back and forth between APs 

continuously. The classic solution to solve ping-pong effect is the heuristics algorithm as 

in the Figure 6. As discussed in the detection phase, MC begins scanning when the SNR 

drops below the CellSearchThreshold [24]. Only when the difference between the SNR 

of the old AP and a newly scanned AP is greater than the delta SNR, the MC will handoff 

to the new AP.  
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Figure 6 Handoff decision in 802.11-based WMN 

The delta SNR specifies the minimum difference between the old AP and the new AP. It 

is important because SNR are never static hence the delta SNR prevents MCs from ping-

pong between APs. Both the cell search threshold and the delta SNR are assigned based 

on the density of AP deployment. 

2.2 Fast Handoff Mechanisms 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Although many studies back since 2004 have made solid progress in fast and secure 

handoff and shown that time-sensitive application QoS is achievable in 802.11-based 

wireless networks, there are less research activities or proposals of specific improvements 

on fast and secure handoff in 802.11-based WMN after 2007 until 2010. In this chapter, 

we aim to present a broad survey on the previous research progress as the basis and the 

starting point for our further enhancements. 
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As stated earlier, the probing phase makes the most significant contribution to the total 

handoff delays, we only focus on optimized mechanisms how to reduce probe delay 

despite association, handoff trigger and handoff decision, etc. in the following sections. 

Regarding optimization mechanisms on probing, it involves certain number of methods 

and techniques which are summarized as follows: 

Reactive mechanisms 

i) Optimistic probing channels and reducing channels to probe 

ii) Reduce probing time on each channel 

Proactive mechanisms 

i) Neighbor graph-based technique 

ii) Proactive probing by time-division 

iii) Fixed time slot, e.g. SyncScan 

iv) Dynamic time division, e.g. ProactiveScan 

v) Proactive probing by dual radios, e.g. MultiScan 

2.2.2 Reactive Mechanisms of Fast Handoff  

2.2.2.1 Optimistic Channel Probing 

Optimistic channel probing [5] is an intuitive method which is to probe selected channels 

in terms of number of channels and sequence of channel. The MC can use optimistic 

probing in combination with passive or active probing. NIC vendors commonly 

implement optimistic probing in 802.11a/b/g/n mobile clients. 
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Instead of probing all 11 channels in 802.11 b/g/n or all 32 channels in 802.11a, the MC 

merely scans the non-overlapping channels, namely 1, 6 and 11, or 1, 5, 9…etc. 

In case overlapping channels are also necessarily scanned, the above channels, or certain 

specific channels according to onsite measurements, will be set top priority to scan. The 

optimistic probing has the potential to greatly reduce probing delays while it is a not 

standardized method adopted by all 802.11 mobile clients. 

2.2.2.2 Beacon Optimization for Passive Probing 

While passive probing under default conditions was shown to be unacceptable for time-

sensitive communication, modifications can improve the time delay. The passive probing 

has the advantage of low power consumption as stated previously. This is because 

messages are not transmitted by the MC but instead passively received while receiving 

packets uses comparatively minimal power. Passive probing delays are roughly equal to 

the number of channels multiplied by the beacon interval. By default, APs transmit 

beacons every 100ms. Consequently the default handoff delay in 802.11-based WMN can 

be around 1000ms. 300ms delay is expected when using passive and optimistic probing 

technique. 

However, beacon intervals are configurable on APs and a beacon interval of 100ms 

represents a mere 4% drain on 802.11b throughputs [31]. In [31] it is showed that the 

beacon intervals can be reduced to 10ms, while the tradeoff is that over 30% of the 

throughput is wasted. Beacon intervals of 10ms would result in probing delays of 110ms 

and 30ms for passive probing and optimistic probing techniques. By optimizing the 
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beacon intervals, it enhances the support for time-sensitive applications, e.g. VoIP. In the 

meantime, the loss of throughput in 802.11-based networks is an acceptable tradeoff as 

long as the bandwidth is enough to support other data applications.  

2.2.2.3 Timer Optimization for Active Probing 

Active probing is faster than passive probing and involves aggressively probing channels 

for new APs. The active probing delay is determined by the minimum and maximum 

channel timers. The bounds for active probing delays are defined below where 

Num_Channels is the number of channels and t is the total scan time:  

    Num_Channels × MinChannelTime ≤ TA ≤ Num_Channels × MaxChannelTime    (2.2) 

Optimizing the Timer MinChannelTime 

By lowering the min and max channel times, the total scan time can be significantly 

reduced. However, if they are inappropriately set, the MC can miss potential APs. 

Velayos et al [34] consider the optimization of the MinChannelTime variable for faster 

handoff using the formula shown below: MinChannelTime ≥ DIFS + (aCWmin × 

aSlotTime). DIFS (DCF Interframe Space) is the time interval between frames to provide 

contention free access. The aCWmin is the number of slots in the minimum contention 

window and aSlotTime is the length of a slot. These values can be collectively thought of 

as the maximum time an AP would need to answer a probe request, given the AP is idle. 

If the AP is busy, the MC will detect the radio activity and start the max channel timer. 

Each physical layer 802.11 standard will contain different timers associated with their 
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respective modulation. Inserting the values into the formula returns a value of 670 µs. 

However, the exact figure is somewhat superfluous as the standard stipulates that all 

timers are expressed in TU’s (Time Units) denoted as 1024µs or 1.024ms. Subsequently a 

MinChannelTime of 1 TU is the proposed min channel time for devices requiring fast 

handoff. 

Optimizing the Timer MaxChannelTime 

The max channel time is somewhat more difficult to quantify than the min channel time. 

This is because the number of responses received from the probe request is unknown. 

The timer must be suitably large to receive and acknowledge all AP responses. 

Consequently the more APs sharing the same channel in range of the client, the longer 

the MaxChannelTime Timer must be set or dynamically extended. Based on active 

probing measurements, max channel times are approximately 15ms, however this value 

varies between vendors and chipsets. Arbaugh claims that 6ms is the optimal max 

channel time in 802.11b networks with one reachable AP per channel. 

2.2.3 Proactive Mechanisms of Fast Handoff 

2.2.3.1 Neighbor Graph-based Techniques 

Neighbor graphs are the key to building intelligence for fast handoff into 802.11-based 

networks. They provide a way to dynamically map wireless network topologies and 

inform MCs of surrounding nodes. Featuring in 802.11f, 802.11r, 802.11e and 802.11k 

proposals, neighbor graphs are at the forefront of the latest wireless research. Neighbor 
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graphs turn physical topological maps into data structures displaying potential 

associations. 

Neighborhood graphs are dynamically learned through disassociation messages. When a 

client transitions to leave an AP, it sends a disassociation message to the old AP [5] 

containing the details of the new AP. The AP specified in the disassociation message can 

now be recorded as a neighbor. In reference [5] it presented a novel discovery method 

using a neighbor graph (NG) and a non-overlap graph (NOG). This scheme (referred to 

as the NG-pruning scheme) focuses on reducing both the total number of channels to be 

probed and the waiting time on each channel. They suggested two algorithms: the NG 

and NG-pruning algorithms. The rationale behind these algorithms is to ascertain whether 

or not a channel needs to be probed (by the NG algorithm) and whether the MC has to 

wait more probe response messages on a specific channel before the expiration of 

MaxChannelTime (by the NG-pruning algorithm). The NG abstracts the handoff 

relationship between adjacent APs. Using the NG, the set of channels on which 

neighboring APs are currently operating and the set of neighbor APs on each channel can 

be learned. Based on this information, an MC can determine whether or not a channel 

needs to be probed. On the other hand, the NOG abstracts the non-overlapping relation 

among the APs. Two APs are considered to be non-overlapping if and only if the MC 

cannot communicate with both of them simultaneously with acceptable link quality. For 

instance, if the distance between APi and APj is far, an MC can associate with only one of 

them. In this case, APi and APj are non-overlapping each other. Therefore, if the MC has 

received a probe response frame from APi, this implies that the MC cannot receive a 

response frame from APj by the principle of non-overlapping. By means of the NOG, the 
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MC can prune some of the APs which are non-overlapping with the current AP group 

that has already responded. Figure 7 illustrates the operation of the NG-pruning scheme. 

The un-bracketed and bracketed numbers represent the AP identifier and channel number 

used by the AP, respectively.  

 

Figure 7 Neighbor Graph-based handoff scheme 

In this example, only three channels (i.e., 1, 6, and 11) are used and the current AP (AP1) 

has five neighboring APs (AP2 to AP6). The neighbor information can be learned by the 

construction of the NG. By using this neighbor information, the MC knows that the 

number of channels it has to probe is just two (i.e., channels 6 and 11). On the other hand, 

individual NOGs are constructed on each channel (i.e. one NOG on channel 6 and the 

other NOG on channel 11). First, suppose that the MC is probing on channel 6. When it 

receives a probe response message from AP6, the MC decides that it is unnecessary to 

wait for additional probe response messages on channel 6. This is because AP6 is non-

overlapping with AP2. 
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2.2.3.2 Fixed Time-Division Scan: SyncScan 

The original reactive approaches perform handoff whereby the probing begins following 

the loss of connectivity or the reduction of SNR. SyncScan introduces the concept of 

proactively probing surrounding channels at synchronized intervals regardless of the SNR 

[31]. The SyncScan design requires that all APs’ broadcast beacons simultaneously. 

Clock synchronization between every AP and every client is achieved with NTP 

(Network Time Protocol). Assuming synchronization between MCs and APs, MCs can 

simultaneously switch to a different channel just in time to receive beacons. After the 

beacons have been received, MCs switch back and resume normal operation.  

A major advantage of SyncScan is a more intelligent decision phase [31]. Instead of 

waiting until the SNR drops below a certain threshold to begin probing, MCs can handoff 

as soon as they locate an AP with a superior SNR.  

 

Figure 8 SyncScan handoff scheme 
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Problems with SyncScan include increased packet loss and the subsequent reduction in 

bandwidth. Packets are lost as a result of switching to another channel. Though SyncScan 

channel switches can be performed in less than 40ms, the cost from performing this 

operation may be too high. As previously discussed packet losses are disastrous for voice 

communication. While proactive approaches offer ways to fast handoff, SyncScan 

operation results in many unwanted side effects.  

2.2.3.3 Dynamic Time-Division Scan: ProactiveScan 

Similar to SyncScan but further optimized in many aspects, Microsoft presents a novel 

technique to achieve proactive probing which is called ProactiveScan. The difference of 

ProactiveScan compared with SyncScan is that the latter performs the scan according to 

fix time allocation while the former performs the scan in rounds.  

The ProactiveScan employs two new techniques. The first is to decouple the time-

consuming channel scan from the actual handoff, and to eliminate channel scan delay by 

doing scan early and interleaving it with ongoing traffic in a non-intrusive way. The 

second technique is a smart trigger that takes into account both uplink and downlink 

quality and explicitly addresses the link asymmetry which has not yet been touched in 

previous work. 
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Figure 9 ProactiveScan handoff scheme 

2.2.3.4 Dual-Radio Proactive Scan: MultiScan 

Brik et al. introduced a handoff scheme utilizing multiple radios called MultiScan [38]. 

Similar to SyncScan, MultiScan obtains information on neighbor APs by scanning 

opportunistically. However, MultiScan requires an additional radio interface for the 

channel scanning. In MultiScan, the primary interface is associated with the current AP 

and used for data transmission. At the same time, the secondary interface is performing 

the channel scanning. If a handoff to a new AP is required, the second interface is 

associated with the new AP while the primary interface is still employed for data 

transmission. After the completion of a new association by the secondary interface, 

interface switch from the secondary interface to the primary one is triggered. As a result, 

the formerly secondary interface becomes primary for data transmission and the formerly 
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primary interface is used for channel scanning. Consequently, MultiScan achieves a 

make-before-break handoff by using multiple radio interfaces. 

 

Figure 10 MultiScan handoff scheme 

2.3 Secure Fast Handoff 

 

Figure 11 From fast handoff to secure fast handoff 

In the previous sections, we have investigated the conventional handoff mechanism and 

the related works to achieve fast handoff in academic community. Nevertheless, despite 

the Layer 2 and Layer 3 handoff mechanisms, the upper layer operations of the network 

could also have adverse effect on handoff, in particular, the security and authentication 
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mechanisms. Therefore, the secure fast handoff take all the above into account in order to 

maintain better performance.  We present the prominent work in literature as follows.  

2.3.1 Centralized Authentication in Wireless Networks 

Since currently the most popular wireless networks for free access is IEEE 802.11 

wireless networks, therefore most of research work on authentication in wireless 

networks is carried out in this network scenario, although they can also be applied to 

other wireless access networks. 

2.3.1.1 802.1X Authentication Architecture 

802.1X is a port based authentication which extends the Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP) over a Local Area Network (LAN) through a process called Extensible 

Authentication Protocol Over LANs (EAPoL) [53]. It is an extension of IEEE 802 

protocol so that it operates on the Layer 2 of the Open System Interface (OSI) model. 

This is the Data Link Layer and it present in both wired and wireless LAN. Port-based 

Authentication leverages three components to accomplish authentication process. 802.1X 

is probably the largest piece of the three, but could not effectively function without the 

other two. Those other two components are Extensible Authentication Protocol-Methods 

(EAP-Methods) and Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS). As part of 

the network infrastructure, wireless AP controls the network service port but open an 

authentication point to all the device attempting to link to this network. AP encapsulates 

all the credential information in EAPoL package and RADIUS server will do de-
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capsulation and validation. If successful, RADIUS server tells the access point the device 

wishing to access is allowed. If not, it will not open the network service port to the device. 

802.1X consists of three components: Supplicant System, Authenticator System and 

Authentication Server System, shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 Standard three components in IEEE 802.1X 

Supplicant 

In physical perspective, supplicant usually is deployed on a mobile device, such as a 

laptop or smartphone, which attempts to connect to network. It needs to install client site 

software to initiate the 802.1X authentication process. For the sake of support port-based 

access control, client system need support EAPoL protocol. For example, Windows 

system comes with 802.1X built in with variety of EAP-Methods, such as EAP-TLS. The 

Supplicant communicates with the authentication server using EAP as the transport and 

specific EAP-Method that provides the actual authentication mechanism. EAP-Method 

actually is a group of EAP authentication protocols which utilize EAP authentication 

framework to make extension and variation. 

Authenticator 
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Authenticator is deployed on a network device such as Ethernet switch or an AP. All 

these devices need to implement the 802.1X in order to support this 802.1X port-based 

authentication. This device corresponds to different port of user (can be physic port, 

MAC address, VLAN, IP and so on). Authenticator acts as a secure gate between the 

supplicant and the protected network. It opens a port to supplicant providing the layer 2 

linkage. Until the authentication system verifies the credentials of the supplicant it opens 

the port and supplicant can access. 

Authenticator also is a translator between the supplicant and the authentication server. It 

receives the credential information which supplicant sends to the authentication server for 

authentication in EAP frame, and removes the EAP-method data from EAPoL frame. 

After that, re-encapsulates it in RADIUS frame then forward it to authentication server. 

In reverse, it de-encapsulates the frame from authentication server and encapsulates it in 

EAP frame then sends to the supplicant. 

Authentication Server 

Port-based authentication standards and specification don’t make any particular type of 

authentication server. But in reality, Authenticator usually uses RADIUS server which 

provides the service of Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA). It is in a 

separate part of network which may define many authentication systems at the same time. 

Authentication system is responsible for building access control list, user access policy 

and account property, and auditing the later connection of the user.  
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In some cases, authentication server can also be embedded to the authenticator. This 

distributed server model significantly reduces the authentication traffic and 

communication delay. This increases the network performance when the network is not 

in large coverage. However, when the user keeping adding to the network, manage the 

authentication database on these distributed authentication server is not that easy. 

2.3.1.2 802.11i Authentication Protocol 

IEEE 802.11i is widely used method on layer 2. In the 802.1i authentication mobile client 

and Authentication Server (AS) apply the 802.1X authentication model carrying out some 

negotiation to agree a pre-shared secret key pair or the Pairwise Master Key (PMK). All 

of above used by MC and AS to do the further authentication between them. AP can get a 

copy of the key from AS also, afterwards, a four-way handshake starts between the AP 

and the MC to generate encryption keys from the generated PMK. Encryption keys can 

assure confidential transfer between the MC and the AP. If the MC roams to a new AP, 

this MC will perform another full 802.1X authentication with the AS to derive a new 

PMK. For performance reasons, the PMK of the MC can be cached by the MC and the 

AP to be used for later re-association. The process depicted by the below Figure 13: 
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Figure 13 IEEE 802.1i Authentication Protocol 

The features of 802.11i exhibit a potential vulnerability because a compromised AP can 

still authenticate itself to a MC and gain control over the connection. Furthermore, IEEE 

802.11i authentication does not provide a solution for multi-hop communication.  

2.3.1.3 Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA) Protocols  

AAA refers to the authentication, authorization, and accounting to provide stand and 

unified service across heterogeneous access networks. A lightweight AAA infrastructure 

is proposed in providing continuous, on-demand, end-to-end security in many kinds of 

heterogeneous networks as in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 Light-Weight AAA Infrastructure for Mobility in Different Domains 

This proposed method uses DIAMETER protocol in its architecture. Security association 

is reduced to only one so each MC is just require to association with its home AAA 

server. And the home DIAMETER server can communicate with foreign DIAMETER 

server in the other domains. Using AAA Broker architecture as distributed control 

architecture to automate SLA negotiation, load balancing, service composition and billing 

settlements between the different service providers (stakeholders). This architecture 

forms a virtual layer on top of the underlying mesh of network domains and intelligent 

enough to support user mobility as well as service mobility across multiple access 

networks i.e., dynamically provides AAA. 

The pros are: this AAA infrastructure improves performance of the basic mobility 

protocol: authentication for signaling messages, accounting of network usage, minimal 

use of cryptographic keys, and the non-use of digital signatures. However the cons are: 

the main limitation of this architecture lies in the non-support of multi-hop 

communication between MCs. One way to overcome this limitation is by allowing 

extended mesh topology among the MCs. Furthermore, employing the IAPP limits the 

application of this architecture to a specific type of mobile devices. 
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2.3.1.4 Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) 

EAP Method 

EAP-methods are a group of authentication methods which based on the EAP framework. 

All the EAP-methods are end-to-end, logical communication mechanism. In port-based 

authentication system a specific EAP-method defines how the authentication takes places 

between supplicant and authentication server which including the data package structure 

and authentication process. And other protocols, such as EAPoL and RADIUS, merely 

transport the EAP-Methods data. EAP-Method defined EAP data, EAP packages (EAP-

Request and EAP-Response packets) carry the EAP-Method protocol headers and data. 

EAPoL packets transport the EAP packet, and 802.3 (or 802.11) data frames carry the 

EAPoL packets. In addition to carrying the higher-layer protocol as data, each one of the 

protocols has its own function and defines packets that might not carry any of the higher-

layer protocols.  

The implementation and result of an EAP-Method is the goal of the port-based 

authentication system. The process in 802.1X makes use of different types of credentials, 

such as username/passwords, encryption keys, and digital certificates. 

The standards require implementation of the following EAP-Methods 

 MD5 challenge 

 One-Time Password (OTP) 

 Generic token card 
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In addition, there are many proprietary and RFC-based EAPoL-methods, such as EAP-

TLS, EAP-TTLS, EAP-FAST, and EAP-LEAP. However, whatever it changes, the 

communication between the supplicant and authentication server are all the same. 

Figure14 and Figure 15 show the communication between these three entities and the 

data grams defined in the EAP and RADIUS protocol which used to support this kind of 

communication. 

All EAP-Method packets have the same basic structure, which consist of Type and EAP-

Method Data fields (Figure 15). The EAP-Method packet is carried in the Data field of an 

EAP packet. Hereafter explains the fields of the EAP-Method packet.  

Type EAP-Method Data

Octets:       1 Variable

 

Figure 15  Basic EAP-Method packet structure 

The EAP-Method Type field, an eight-octet value, identifies a specific EAP-Method. 

There are many EAP-Methods, some of which were originally defined by the EAP 

specification (RFC 3748) and many others that are optional and propriety. Table 1 shows 

the EAP-Method type registered in the RFC 3748. The value indicates the EAP packet 

type. Every number which fits in the Type field needs to be converted into one byte 

binary format. 

Table 1  EAP-Method Types Registry 

Range Registration Proceed 
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1-191 Designated Expert with Specification 

Required 

192-253 Standards Action 

256-4294967295 Designated Expert with Specification 

Required 

EAPoL Protocol 

EAPoL is defined in the 802.1X standard to adapt EAP communications for operation 

over LANs. So, EAPoL provides additional header fields to EAP packages and creates 

some specialized EAP datagram. The layering process is similar to other computer 

network architectures. The collection of these protocols comprises an 802.1X port-based 

authentication system. EAPoL is the overall port-based authentication entity that requires 

transportation by a link protocol. 

EAPoL Packet Types 

EAP-Packet is defined by type “0” which means EAPoL packets merely pass through 

EAP packets. All the data in the payload is EAP-Method data. After link initiation, the 

most common EAPoL packets are EAP-Packet entities. EAPoL-Start generates at the 

beginning of the authentication when link state goes from down to up. EAPoL-Logoff 

when user indicates the log off from a particular system. EAPoL-Key can be sent wither 

by supplicant or the authenticator. If 802.1X implementation require keys, this is used to 

carry Key Descriptor with format in the packet body.  

EAP Derivative 
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As we know, re-using the information of this initial authentication can speed up the 

following operation for authentication. Secure fast handoff mechanism has come out 

under this situation, which allows mutual authentication and provides access control 

protection through limiting the possibility of insider attackers during the re-authentication 

process. So, old shared authentication keys are no longer fit for this process, but the host 

only needs to keep the keys which they really needed.  

Authenticator
Supplicant

EAPOL-start

EAPOL-ADF-Alert

EAPOL-key

EAPOL-Logoff

EAPOL EAP-Request

EAPOL EAP-Response

EAPOL EAP-Success

EAPOL EAP-Failure

 

Figure 16 EAPoL package types 
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Radius Access-Accept

Radius Accounting-Response

 

Figure 17 Radius package types 

The EAP derivative method with token-based re-authentication means that when the 

802.1X authentication ends both authenticating parties share a PMK key, and they can 

use it to perform re-authentications. The token is a signed with the PMK key and 

forwarded from the AP to the AS, it includes some identifier of the AP (ESSID). The 

path from the AP to the AS is a RADIUS tunnel, so that the token arrives to the AS with 

proof of authentication of the AP. The identifier included in the token must correspond 

with the RADIUS key used, and known to the AS. With last message, the PMK is moved 

to the AP. With modifications, the authenticating key used could be the AMSK key, from 

TLS protocol. Whenever the MC performs a handoff to another authenticator, the new 

authenticator should receive the PMK key to avoid a full re-authentication.  
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Figure 18 EAP with Token-Based Re-Authentication 

2.3.1.5 Wireless Dual Authentication Protocol 

Wireless Dual Authentication Protocol (WDAP) [61] is another protocol proposed for 

802.11 WLAN. WDAP provides authentication for both MCs and APs and overcomes 

the shortcomings of other proposed mutual authentication protocols. WDAP provides 

authentication during the initial connection state and while roaming including three sub-

protocols: an authentication protocol, a de-authentication protocol, and a roaming 

authentication protocol. Figure 19 illustrates the WDAP authentication process. 
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Figure 19 Wireless Dual Authentication Protocol-Authentication Phase 

WDAP allows the mutual authentication between MC and authenticator. Also, WDAP 

can be used to assure the authentication between the authenticators themselves through 

authentication requests concatenation. In case of multi-hop communication in a multi-hop 

network, each pair of nodes can mutually authenticate through the session key generated 

by the AS.  

2.3.1.6 Lightweight Hop-by-hop Access Protocol 

There is another method to preventing unauthorized modes connect to a pervasive 

computing environment which is using authenticating transmitted data packets. 

Authenticating MC in wireless dynamic environments has been proposed in a 

Lightweight Hop-by-hop Access Protocol (LHAP) [62]. LHAP implements lightweight 

hop-by-hop authentication, where intermediate nodes authenticate all the packets they 

receive before forwarding them. In this protocol, MCs to first perform some inexpensive 

authentication operations to bootstrap a trust relationship with its neighbors, then they 
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follow a lightweight protocol for subsequent traffic authentication. There are pros and 

cons about this protocol.  

The pros are: this protocol is quite adaptable to WMN environments, especially for open 

scenarios of mesh network when the AS is not in place, preventing unauthorized MC 

participation in the communication and allowing hop-by-hop authentication. For secure 

roaming, LHAP can be useful in distributing session keys among MC employing a 

special type of packet designated for this issue. While the cons are: the focus of this 

protocol on resource consumption attacks’ prevention restricts its application to a number 

of scenarios. Also, the fact that LHAP does not prevent insider attackers from carrying 

out malicious actions necessitates complementary solutions with such protocol. 

2.3.2 Overview on Distributed Authentication 

2.3.2.1 Basic Cryptology Techniques 

In general, there are three cryptographic techniques that can be used to devise security 

mechanisms authentication: one-way hash functions, symmetric cryptosystems, and 

asymmetric (or public key) cryptosystems. An asymmetric cryptosystem is more efficient 

in key utilization in that the public key of a node can be used by all the other nodes; a 

symmetric cryptosystem requires the existence of a shared key between two 

communicating nodes. Hashing function is the most quickly and easy use method which 

can work together with the symmetric and asymmetric algorithm, such as a digital 

certificate or a keyed hash value (i.e., a keyed message authentication code).  
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Portable devices in a pervasive computing environment usually have limited battery life 

and must share a relatively limited transmission bandwidth. Therefore, symmetric 

cryptosystems are preferable in ad hoc scenarios due to their computational efficiency 

(conducting an asymmetric algorithm usually is three or four orders of magnitude slower 

than the symmetric counterpart). For a symmetric cryptosystem to work, a shared key 

must be established between each pair of communicating entities. The key establishment 

problem between two network principals is well understood for conventional 

communication networks, and generally can be resolved by key distribution or key 

agreement. 

A symmetric cryptosystem uses shared key which is widely applied in the ad-hoc 

network due to the communication efficiency. Every shared key used by two entities 

needs to be identical which means over all there requires second shared keys. This 

method works well in a small group of users which may bring complicated problem in 

key distribution and management in big group. In asymmetric key algorithms group such 

as AES which need great amount of computation and most of time public-key 

cryptography is used to generate public certificate. The key pairs and certificate should be 

distributed to the end device and store on it which brings slow response in 

communication. 

The classic key-distribution scheme Kerberos, requires an online centralized authority 

(CA) to generate and distribute the keys.  

Key agreement protocols, such as the Diffie–Hellman key exchange protocol and many 

variations derived from it, do not need an online CA and compute the shared keys 
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between nodes on-demand. These protocols are interactive schemes in that nodes need to 

exchange messages between them to establish the desired keys, for which active routes 

must pre-exist for such approaches to work. The assumption of pre-existing routes 

between two communicating parties, which may be multiple hops away from each other, 

contradicts the need to secure the routing discovery process between such nodes in the 

first place. Even if such an assumption is satisfied, network dynamics can tear routes 

down in the middle of the key negotiation, and as such no key can be agreed upon. 

Moreover, interactive key agreement protocols are not scalable in terms of 

communication overhead, because messages exchanged for key establishment can 

consume significant CPU cycles and wireless bandwidth in such a highly dynamic 

environment, which can become even worse if the shared keys between nodes need to be 

updated frequently. 

2.3.2.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptology 

Elliptic curve has been seen as one of the most cryptology algorithm as so far. In 

mathematics, an elliptic curve is a smooth, projective algebraic curve of genus one. An 

elliptic curve is in fact an abelian variety — that is, it has a multiplication defined 

algebraically with respect to which it is an abelian group. A typical elliptic curve can be 

written like: y
2
=x

3
+ax+b.  

Based on the Elliptic curve algorithm, there comes Elliptic Curve Cryptology (ECC). 

ECC is a public-key cryptology utilized the intractability of certain mathematical 

problems. The set of points on such a curve — all solutions of the above equation 
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together with a point at infinity — form an Abelian group, with the point at infinity as 

identity element. If the coordinates x and y are chosen from a finite field, the solutions 

form a finite abelian group. If the finite field is large, the discrete logarithm problem on 

such elliptic curve groups is believed to be more difficult than the corresponding problem 

in the underlying finite field's multiplicative group. Thus keys in elliptic curve 

cryptography can be chosen to be much shorter for a comparable level of security 

compared to integer-based methods.  

By adding a "point at infinity", we obtain the projective version of this curve. If P and Q 

are two points on the curve, then we can uniquely describe a third point which is the 

intersection of the curve with the line through P and Q. If the line is tangent to the curve 

at a point, then that point is counted twice; and if the line is parallel to the y-axis, we 

define the third point as the point "at infinity". Exactly one of these conditions then holds 

for any pair of points on an elliptic curve. 

2.3.2.3 Pairwise Key Pre-distribution Authentication 

Public key cryptography is not feasible in mesh networks and therefore only symmetric 

schemes are applicable. The approach that all APs share the same secret key for 

authentication and encryption is not suited in mesh networks because APs provide only 

weak physical protection. In this case, once an adversary gains physical access to an AP 

in the network, she/he could read out the secret key, and thus, the entire network could be 

compromised. For this reason, sharing keys pair-wise seems to be a more reasonable 

approach. In addition, this approach enables entity authentication. Since APs have very 
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constrained memory, they cannot store symmetric keys of every other AP in the network. 

To overcome this constraint, key pre-distribution protocols, which assign each AP a 

subset of the total set of symmetric keys, are proposed recently. Note that the APs of a 

network always belong to one domain. For most AP networks applications, it can be 

assumed that a trusted authority can set-up all APs before they are deployed. This process 

is called key pre-distribution.  

Eschenauer and Gligor proposed a probabilistic key pre-distribution protocol in [58]. In 

their scheme, each AP is initialized with a random subset of keys out of the entire key 

pool. When two APs wish to securely communicate, they check if they directly share a 

secret key. If they do not, they have to try to find a common neighbor with whom they 

both share a key with and use this intermediate node(s) to establish a secure key. 

In the pairwise key pre-distribution protocol proposed by Liu and Ning [59], the authors 

make use of the facts that most AP networks are static, i.e. AP do not move once 

deployed, and that the location of AP can be predicted. They argue that each AP has an 

expected location, thus, an AP can be initialized with a set of keys from its expected 

neighbors. The authors argue that APs can only talk to nodes in their direct neighborhood, 

because of their limited transmission range. By implementing a location-based approach, 

the probability that two neighboring nodes share a key is higher than in a probabilistic 

pre-distribution scheme. This approach is suited in static networks, in which the location 

of single nodes can be predicted. 
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2.3.2.4 Threshold Secret Sharing Authentication 

The threshold secret sharing [54] is a recently developed concept to support such 

distributed authentication. In literature, there are two proposed schemes using threshold 

cryptography to distribute the services of certificate authority. Zhou and Hass [55] use a 

partially distributed certificate authority scheme, in which a group of special nodes is 

capable of generating partial certificates using their shares of the certificate signing key. 

A valid certificate can be obtained by combining k such partial certificates. This is the 

first threshold secret sharing scheme introduced for ad hoc security protocols and could 

serve as an excellent guide to the following work. The weakness of the solution is that it 

requires an administrative infrastructure available to distribute the shares to the special 

nodes. The scheme is further complicated by the normal nodes need to locate the server 

nodes. 

2.3.2.5 Basic Self-certified Public Key 

In an asymmetric cryptosystem, each user possesses secret and public keys. There might 

be an organization that takes care of these key pairs call third party authority. Third party 

Authority is used to ensure the authentication of the published keys and the certified the 

keys.  

In CCITT X509, the certificate-based schemes, the guarantee G takes the form of digital 

signature of the pair (I, P). It is usually called certificate and is widely used in 

contemporary. In this way, (I, s, P, G) are distinct and need to be stored in the directory. 
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User i gets the (I, P, G) pairs, check the G using the authority’s public key which is 

known to everybody. So that can ensure the reality of the P.  

Shamir has proposed Identity-based schemes in 1984. He used the identity I to generate 

the public key (i.e. P=I). And the guarantee is the secret key s itself (i.e. G=s), so that it 

only needs to distribute the (I and s). This approach deduced the certification check and 

store but has great drawbacks. In particular, the authority can impersonate any user at any 

moment since secret keys are calculated by it. 

Self-certified public key is a subset of certificate-based schemes algorithm. In ID-based 

cryptography (or Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) algorithm, the user identity is used to 

join the computation of its public key, for example the user ID, user’s email address and 

so on. Because the public key is open to all the entities in the network and the 

information in the public key is also no need the credential. However due to the 

“publicity of” the public key, it faces higher risk to be as the attack target. Fake public 

keys substitute the true ones in the directory. There brings the problems that use must 

keep a guarantee G which can ensure that the identity I and the key pair (s, P) is really the 

true ones belong to the identity who asserted.  

Self-Certified Key (SCK) follows the track of implicit verification in which the 

authenticity of a public key is verified when it is used for encryption or decryption, 

signature verification, key exchanging, or other cryptographic operations. Marc Girault 

had proposed a method of self-certified public key 1998. He used the RSA/Robin digital 

robin method to generate this kind of guarantee G which is equal to the public key (i.e. 

G=P). User using the self-certified public key, so it no needs to have separate certificate, 
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and the public keys is not restrict to the identity. In addition, the secret keys are chosen 

by the user himself and remain unknown to the authority.  
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Chapter 3 HAWK Testbed with L2&L3 Cross-layer 

Fast Handoff and Fast Authentication Re-using 

Intermediate Credentials 

3.1 Introduction 

Although there is much work addressing L2 handoff in WLAN, fast handoff in 802.11-

based WMN has not been well explored as it involves both L2 and L3 handoff. Although 

Mobile IP (MIP) has been frequently adopted as L3 handoff solution, it does not fit in the 

scenario of small / medium coverage of a WMN. So we aim to investigate and develop a 

practical solution including both L2 and L3 schemes to especially suit 802.11-based 

WMN. In this work, a large-scale 802.11-based WMN testbed is built on campus with 

dozens of custom-made nodes, which function as 802.11b AP and 802 11a Mesh Router 

(MR) to establish a mesh backbone for MC to access. We implement proprietary L2 and 

L3 fast handoff schemes: namely background selective channel scanning and location 

management-based routing update. Series of field tests have been conducted to 

investigate and recursively fine-tune key parameters to achieve fast handoff through 

analysis, which contain scanning and networking parameters. Eventually our WMN 

testbed achieves that L2 handoff delay is reduced to 8ms-19ms, L3 handoff delay 14ms- 

60ms, and the end-to-end delay varies around 30ms-80ms. 
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3.2  HAWK: an 802.11-based WMN Testbed 

3.2.1  Architecture and Components 

Our HAWK (Heterogeneous Advanced Wireless networKs) testbed is an infrastructure 

mesh network based on underlying IEEE 802.11 technology. As in Figure 20, it consists 

of two types of physical entities: MR (mobile router) and MC (mobile client). The MR 

T901 adopts ARM9 + Linux 2.4.20 and its successor T902 adopts IntelX86 + Linux 

2.6.10.The MCs are Fedora Core 6 notebook PC equipped with 802.11a/b/g NIC.  

 

Figure 20 The architecture of HAWK testbed 

The MR is enabled with an OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) which is a flat routing 

protocol to enable mesh routing. Meanwhile, it is customized and utilized to support 

location management. The MC is equipped with corresponding processes to support vital 

functionalities including packet forwarding and handoff management. 

3.2.2  Mobility Management with L2 Handoff and L3 Handoff  

One of key characteristics of HAWK testbed is the mobility management which includes 

location management which introduces L3 handoff delays and L2 handoff scheme. 
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Generally it is based on OLSR routing update by continuously keeping track of the 

association between the MC and MR. Each MR periodically broadcasts the Hello 

messages to send updated topology information throughout the entire network. When 

handoff occurs, the new client-router association will be updated on the MC, the 

associating MR and other MRs. In this way, the communication packets will be 

forwarding to the new AP. Since routing is not the major concern of this paper, we 

mainly introduce the mobility management modules. As in Figure 21, the L3 handoff 

entities and the interactions are illustrated. On MC side, the L2 Handoff Monitor 

monitors the movement of the MC. When handoff occurs, it triggers the L3 Handoff 

Requestor and updates local client-router association by notifying the Handoff Request 

Handler to change associated AP. On the network side, the Route Update Handler sends 

HNA message to OLSR Daemon and updates the association information stored on each 

MR to change the routing information.  

 

Figure 21 The functional entities of L2 and L3 handoff 

For L2 handoff, the scanning is optimized by background selective scanning which 

decouples scanning from the conventional handoff process. The scanning process is 

initiated when scanning threshold is reached. In the course of scanning, only orthogonal 

channels e.g. CH1, CH6 and CH11 are scanned first. The scan list and results are stored 

adaptively maintained. Although two scanning modes are specified in the baseline 
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standard: passive and active mode. We choose the active scanning mode for the scheme. 

The parameters MaxChannelTime and MinChannelTime constrain the delay of the active 

scanning mode. Based on the literature and our own test, we set up with 

MaxChannelTime=10ms and MinChannelTime=1ms respectively to balance the active 

scanning delay and discovery of APs. 

3.2.3 L2 and L3 Cross-layer Optimizations 

As in Figure 22, we further look into the detailed procedure of L2 and L3 handoff. The 

original formula to calculate the handoff delay is: 

                          DelayTotal = DelayL2 + DelayL3 + Delay L3_process* n(hop)                (3.1) 

After implementing background selective scanning, the DelayL2 becomes mainly 

comprised of processing of scanning result, processing of association request and 

response, and processing of the authentication, which are at the order of a few 

milliseconds. Since the broadcast of Route Update from a MR to another is 

determined by hardware and wireless propagation, the DelayL3_process is at the order of 

a few milliseconds too. Hence, we discover that the bottleneck of delay further lies in 

L3 Handoff triggering and the Local Route Update which occur on MC and MR. 
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                                    Figure 22 Detailed procedure of L2 and L3 handoff 

The conventional way to trigger L3 handoff is the detection of movement on network 

layer, e.g. change of IP address. Obviously, it induces long delay. Therefore we utilize 

RSSI to trigger L3 handoff. When the RSSI indicator, which also functions as the L2 

handoff trigger, exceeds certain threshold, the L2 and L3 handoff will both be triggered. 

In this way of cross-layer design, the abovementioned L3 handoff triggering delay is 

highly eliminated. 

As for the delay induced by Local Route Update on MC and MR. We find that fine-

tuning OS parameters can further significantly reduce processing delay. On MR side, we 

configure the OS routing parameters as the follows: 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/route/max_delay=0 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/route/min_delay=0 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/send_redirects=0 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/ath0/send_redirects = 0 

On the MC side, we set up the routing parameters as follows: 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/all/accept_redirects=0 

/proc/sys/net/ipv4/conf/ath0/accept_redirects = 0 
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In addition to that, we configure ARP caching by bypassing the caching query. Based on 

the above L2/L3 handoff schemes and tuning measures, the HAWK testbed is evaluated 

with a series of experiments. 

3.2.4 Experiments and Evaluations 

3.2.4.1 Test Scenarios 

We conduct experiments both in outdoor and indoor environments. As in the left photo in 

Figure 23, the outdoor environment is an open space in the campus. The HAWK testbed 

is deployed in a manner of 3 by 2 MRs in a square which has flowerbeds centered. As in 

the right photo of the indoor scenario, it is a linear deployment of a 4 MRs. The distance 

between two MRs is around 25 meters. We adjust the transmission power of NIC to 

establish mesh backbone with appropriate distance. The scanning trigger RSSI is set to 16 

db. 

 

Figure 23 The outdoor and indoor test fields 

 

As in Figure 24, we move the MC from one end of the test field to the other end. The MC 

does handoff in turn from one MR to another. All MRs have self-organized into a mesh 

backbone. We maintain a log of traces about the starting time and ending time of each 
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packet in the procedures which is illustrated in Figure 24. After conducting series of 

experiments, the traces are the basis for our evaluation. 

 

Figure 24 Illustration of test scenarios 

3.2.4.2 Experimental Results before Optimizations 

The primitive HAWK testbed without fast handoff scheme has also been tested and 

showed poor performance which is caused by both MAC layer and network layer. When 

the MC switches between two MRs as in Figure 25, it takes 220ms-610ms for L2 handoff 

and 155ms-280ms for L3 delay. The total delay is obviously unacceptable for VoIP 

service.  

After the basic fast handoff scheme of background selective scanning is enabled, the 

results show that it takes 10ms-20ms for L2 handoff and 125ms-180ms for L3 delay. 

Such a total delay still does not meet requirement of VoIP. 
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Figure 25 The handoff delay before implementing fast handoff scheme 
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Figure 26 The handoff delay with selective scanning 

 

3.2.4.3 Experimental Results after Optimizations 

After we enable cross-layer optimizations on L3 handoff triggering and OS parameters, 

the handoff performance is improved as in Figure 27 and Figure 28: in an outdoor 

environment, it takes 4ms-22ms for L2 handoff and 14ms-38ms for L3 delay; while in an 

indoor environment, it takes 4ms-14ms for L2 handoff and 16ms-69.8ms for L3 delay. 

The average total delay is close to support VoIP in both environments. 
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Figure 27 The outdoor handoff delay after L2&L3 cross-layer optimizations 
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Figure 28 The indoor handoff delay after L2&L3 cross-layer optimizations 

 

As introduced previously, authentication is usually ignored in early research, although it 

does not reflect the real-world fact. Therefore we enable WEP to test the performance. 

The delay is proportional to the number of messages exchanged between the AP and 

mobile client. But the actually processing time of authentication frames on MAC layer is 

at the order of milliseconds; L2 WEP authentication does not impose significant 

influence on handoff delay.  
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3.3 Fast Re-authentication by Re-using Intermediate 

Credentials in 802.11i  

IEEE 802.11i is the most widely used secure handoff and authentication method in 

802.11-based WMN and it is implemented in our HAWK testbed as the security 

mechanism for secure fast handoff by default. 

As in Figure 29, in 802.11i authentication, MC and authentication server (AS) apply the 

802.1X authentication model carrying out some negotiation to agree a pre-shared secret 

key pair or the Pairwise Master Key (PMK). All of above used by MC and AS to do the 

further authentication between them. AP can get a copy of the key from AS also, 

afterwards, a four-way handshake starts between the AP and the MC to generate 

encryption keys from the generated PMK. Encryption keys can assure confidential 

transfer between the MC and the AP. If the MC roams to a new AP, this MC will perform 

another full 802.1X authentication with the AS to derive a new PMK as in Figure 30.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 Conventional 802.11i authentication architecture 
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Figure 30 Conventional usage of PMK for new AP 

3.3.1 Enhanced Protocol to Re-use Intermediate Credentials 

In our enhanced protocol, the intermediate credentials are managed and re-used 

cooperatively by old AP and new APs in a distributed manner, instead of being re-

generated by AS, assuming the communication between AS and the new AP takes longer 

time than that between the old AP and the new AP. For performance improvement, the 

PMK of the MC can be cached by the MC and the AP to be used for later re-association.  

As in the Figure 31, the conventional 802.11i authentication method is re-engineered 

from a centralized way to a distributed way by passing the intermediate credentials not 

only from Authentication Server to APs but also from AP to AP. The intermediate 

credentials which are generated of the initial authentication are temporarily stored on APs 

for re-authentication. 
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Figure 31 Re-engineer 802.11i to re-use inter mediate credentials for re-authentication 

The related procedures of 802.11i have been modified and optimized as well. In Figure 

32 major intermediates including PMK and PTK are generated in 4-way handshake and 

pass to new AP from the old AP rather than Authentication Server. And the derive PTK 

and GTK are passed to new AP from the old AP as well. 

 

 

 

   

 

Figure 32 Reusing PMK and PTK/GTK for new AP 
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Refreshment of Keys 

In order to reduce the security risk introduced by passing the intermediate credentials 

among APs, e.g. from old AP to new AP, rather than passing the credentials from AS to 

APs, the intermediate credentials are periodically triggered to refresh the key, e.g. 

PMK/PTK, to satisfy the security requirement of fresh key derivation at APs. Mobility of 

MC and density of APs are taken into account for key refreshment, which is represented 

by mobility pattern. 

                                                                                                                                    (3.2)                      

where          is the numbers of AP associated previously.  The neighbor graph G is 

constructed by all APs which could be associated by MC next. 

       is used to determine the set of next APs and the time to refresh the PMT/PTK.  

In this way, a proactive authentication mechanism to control MC to proactively do AP 

authentication server has been incorporated to utilize the 802.11i pre-authentication and 

extends it to IP routing-based multi-domain network to reduce the handoff delay in 

802.11-based WMN. As the Figure 33 shows, the L2 delay increases insignificantly and 

remains at the same level as in Figure 27 and Figure 28.  The end-to-end delay is around 

30ms to 80ms which does not comprise the support for time-sensitive applications. 
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Figure 33 The handoff delay with fast re-authentication in 802.11i 
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Chapter 4 Proactive Approach with Network-assisted 

Radio Signatures and Dual Re-Authentication for 

Secure Fast Handoff 

Authentication issue has been mostly ignored to ensure fast handoff in 802.11 Wireless 

Mesh Network (WMN). With the proliferation of WMNs in recent years for practical 

deployment, Secure Fast Handoff has drawn much attention to enforce authenticated 

access while reduce the extra delay caused by enabling authentication operations. In this 

section, we present an overview on the state-of-the-art advance in this field and tackle the 

problem from a practical perspective based on experiments and analysis on our real-

world testbed HAWK. We propose a novel fast handoff scheme Network-assisted Radio 

Signature (NRS) to eliminate probing delay by taking advantage of the characteristic of 

the actual dynamic topology about mesh routers in WMN. Moreover, we apply an 

optimistic authentication mechanism Dual Re-authentication to counteract the 

authentication delay while providing the secured wireless access. In this manner, we have 

reduced the end-to-end handoff delay of WMN back again to a level below 50ms to 

achieve secured handoff and support time-sensitive applications. We describe detailed 

mechanisms, simulation, implementation and experimental results. To our best 

knowledge, we are the first to achieve such an optimal performance of Secure Fast 

Handoff. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Provision of pervasive wireless Internet access to citizens anywhere and anytime has 

been a hectic drive for many governments and operators across the globe. To serve this 

purpose, IEEE 802.11-based Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) has just been matured to a 

point of wide acceptance as a cost-efficient technology. Hence, authentication issue 

naturally becomes a significant concern and ongoing effort when it comes to the stage of 

commercial deployment, though it has been mostly ignored in early studies on Layer 2 

handoff. Extra delay is introduced into handoff process by enabling authentication 

operations like challenge-response, multiple way handshakes and key distribution etc. so 

that it severely undermines prior efforts towards fast handoff in 802.11-based networks.  

We have been carrying out empirical studies on mobility management regarding multiple 

radio technologies under HAWK (wmn.comp.polyu.edu.hk) project. In this work, we 

address the challenges of existing IEEE 802.11 handoff mechanisms. By identifying the 

bottleneck and the direction for improvement, we propose specific and applicable 

solutions for fast and authenticated handoff to support Internet access. However, the 

primitive fast handoff and authentication mechanisms do not meet higher requirements of 

application scenarios in reality. 

IEEE 802.11-based WMN consists of a self-organized and self-configurable mesh 

backbone and conventional IEEE 802.11 MCs. The mesh routers of the backbone 

communicate with each other via multi-hop wireless links while serving as Access Point 

(AP) for MC.  Although a WMN shares similarities as ad hoc network, it distinguishes 
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itself with a static topology or trivial mobility of mesh routers. In early deployments of 

WMNs, open access was a common practice which incurs public concerns on security 

later. So subsequently authentication measures are enforced which include basic WEP, 

WPA and WPA2. However, although the security objective is fulfilled, the performance 

of WMNs is influenced, particularly the handoff.  

Basically, the fundamental performance bottleneck of handoff in IEEE 802.11-based 

WMN is caused by interruptions of communication occur in the event of MC changing its 

point of attachment, e.g. AP. Under the circumstance, the time-sensitive applications such 

as streaming media demand a delay of less than 300ms while VoIP demands one less 

than 50ms, specified by the long accredited International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 

standard [6]. Such requirements impose difficulties upon the primitive IEEE 802.11 

network mechanisms.  

Handoff involves multiple dimensions of operations from the bottom physical layer to the 

upmost application layer. Conventionally, research focuses on Layer 2 and Layer 3 due to 

that they contribute the most of the delay. Concerning Layer 3 handoff, it covers IP 

acquisition, route update, etc. and has been long investigated. Mobile IP (MIP) and its 

derivatives [42] [43] have been standardized as major solutions. The situation about 

Layer 2 handoff is somewhat different and far from being mature. It involves operations 

including probing for candidate APs, authentication of MC and AP, and association with 

AP. The delay caused by association is determined by hardware. It is relatively fixed and 

simple similar to channel switch on Layer 1. However, on the contrary, there are 

diversified probing and authentication mechanisms existed in vendors’ implementation. 
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Early research targets probing delay with assumption of open authentication which means 

no authentication at all; currently Secure Fast Handoff tackles with probing delay with 

authentication enabled. It is obvious that varied authentication methods, e.g. 

WEP/802.11X/, WPA/802.11i/WPA2, involve various ways of handshaking and 

exchanges of authentication packets to interrupt communication. The delay accumulates. 

The longer authentication procedure is, the performance of secured handoff deteriorates 

more. In order to achieve an optimal overall performance in real world, we have proposed 

an integrated solution, namely a novel Layer 2 fast handoff scheme Network-assisted 

Radio Signature (NRS) and an optimistic authentication mechanism Dual Re-

authentication. The NRS scheme eliminates the probing delay by taking advantage of the 

characteristic of the actual topology of a WMN, that is the actually topology of mesh 

routers is much less dynamic. We assume that probing for candidate APs can be 

conducted proactively and the outcome of probing can be valid as long as the topology 

remains unchanged. In this sense, the delay caused by reactive probing is totally 

eliminated. Moreover, the Dual Re-authentication mechanism counteracts the 

authentication delay when providing secured wireless Internet access by utilizing 

optimistic Access-before-Authenticate approach. Based on the total solution, we have 

eventually achieved an end-to-end secured handoff delay which is around 50ms.  

We claim our contributions as follows:  

• We propose and implement a total solution of Secure Fast Handoff which 

includes NRS and Dual Re-authentication mechanisms in an 802.11-based 
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WMN. To our best knowledge, we are the first to achieve such a performance of 

Secure Fast Handoff.  

• NRS is the first Layer 2 fast handoff scheme to realize proactive probing by 

making the most of the static topology of a WMN in real world.  

• The Dual Re-authentication mechanism improves the performance of secured 

handoff in a manner of optimistic access, meanwhile, it does not comprise the 

security by providing its unique design of one time ticket (OTT).  

4.2 Related Works 

The Secure Fast Handoff of 802.11WMNinvolves two main aspects of operations: 

namely probing and authentication. In this section, we present an overview on the 

existing probing schemes and fast authentication mechanisms for Layer 2 fast handoff in 

Table 2. A simple analysis on pros and cons of the related works is offered subsequently. 

Note that the probing and scanning are interchangeable in the following sections. Since 

the probing delay is one of the two main handoff schemes aim to reduce this lengthy 

process. Some schemes rely on reducing the number of scanning channels, the time taken 

on each channel, scanning-related timers [25]. The tuning technique targets to find an 

optimal value for the time taken on each channel, i.e. MinChannelTime and 

MaxChannelTime to reduce active scanning delays. Intelligent channel scanning aims to 

minimize the probing and waiting time on each channel [39]. SyncScan synchronizes 

MCs and APs and instructs MCs to scan the channel by switching channels at the exact 

moment when a beacon is about to arrive with periodic beacon broadcasting from APs 
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[31]. Instead of probing all available channels individually, selective scanning reduces 

the number of channels required to discover APs. A number of selective scanning 

approaches have been proposed, such as selective scanning plus AP caching methods [40] 

designed to reduce L2 handoff delay to a level where VoIP communication becomes 

seamless [41]. Another typical scheme is Neighbor Graphs approaches, which aim to 

reduce the total number of probed channels and the probe-waiting time on each channel 

via selective scanning as well as using caching techniques to solve the problem of packet 

loss [37]. MultiScan uses multiple radio interfaces equipped on MC to search proactively 

for alternate APs while being associated with an AP and interleaving data communication 

[38].  

Any authentication mechanism will introduce additional delay and network overhead into 

the network. Three major approaches to optimize and realize fast authentication in secure 

fast handoff have been proposed. The first category of approaches is to integrate and 

merge the overlapping procedures in authentication to reduce the total time delay. In [44], 

Optimized Integrated Registration Procedure for MIP and SIP with AAA operations is 

proposed and attempts to reduce the delay by combining the round trips between the MC 

and the home AAA server when MIP and SIP are both deployed. Another similar case is 

MPA [45]. Both of them employ cross-layer approach to reduce redundant changes of 

messages in authentication procedures as one of basic technique to optimize 

authentication delay, nevertheless they cannot eliminate the delay. Proactive 

authentication approaches constitute another direction for fast authentication, e.g. 

Shadow Registration [46], which is proposed to optimize secure handoffs by proactively 

conducting the authentication before the handoff really occurs. A security association is 
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established between the MC and every neighboring APs before the former associates with 

one of them. Similar mechanisms are employed in AAA context transfer [47] and P2P 

context transfer [48]. Such proactive authentication mechanisms can further reduce the 

authentication delay but may cause the problem of heavy traffic and waste of resources 

induced by redundant information transfer. The third approach is called optimistic access 

which postpones the real authentication to a later moment as addressed in [49]. During 

the handoff process, the network allows an optimistic access by the MC to the new mesh 

router using a light-weight authentication instead of executing a normal authentication. 

The full authentication is executed in a later stage. If the MC cannot pass the full 

authentication, the current access will be terminated. This technique makes a trade-off 

between security and performance. The possibility of suffering from vulnerability is 

reduced by the small time window before the full authentication completes.  

Table 2 Comparison of fast probing for fast handoff  
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Neighbor 
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probed 
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<50ms 
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<250ms 

Based on the survey on the related work, we observe that the early research on Fast 

Handoff schemes mainly compare with each other in terms of handoff delay, which has 

been significantly reduced from over 1000ms to a minimal level, e.g. a few milliseconds. 

Therefore the above performance comparisons become self-explanatory. However we 

also observe that no significant outcome has been addressed in literature to further 

achieve optimal performance of Secure Fast Handoff in term of end-to-end delay which 

varies from a few seconds to 500ms due to the complicity of security mechanisms on 

system level.  

Table 3 Comparison of authentications for secure fast handoff  
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500ms 

 

Following the empirical approach of HAWK project, we aim to provide a solution which 

combines mechanisms of fast handoff with authentication for secured Internet access, 

namely Network-assisted Radio Signature and Dual Re-authentication.  

4.3 Secure Fast Handoff Solution 

4.3.1 Network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) Scheme for Layer 2 Fast 

Handoff 

4.3.1.1 Motivation 

If we look into the handoff schemes, it is unobvious that there are certain assumptions 

behind their common practice: first the design philosophy beneath all probing schemes is 

that the network topology keeps changing, so that the topology information needs to be 

collected in an on-the-fly manner and keeps updating; secondly, the schemes are mainly 

client-initiated, i.e. the handoff intelligence is employed at MC side instead of network 

side, which means the network intelligence has not been utilized. We notice that such 

assumptions do not always hold when it comes to a WMN in the real world.  

Hence, we argue that if the network topology is relatively static, the handoff decision can 

be made not only in a predetermined manner but also stand long. The delay caused by 

probing can be totally avoided and the collected topology information can be re-used as 
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long as the mesh routers remain unchanged in the life cycle of the deployment. In order 

to proactively collect the predetermined network topology information, i.e. candidate APs 

for handoff, we decouple a training phase from the operational phase in the life cycle of 

the WMN. In order to comply with the fact of single radio for most MCs (otherwise the 

schemes which utilize extra radios like MultiScan [38] could be applied), multiple APs 

have to be coordinated to monitor and manage the handoff. Based on the above 

arguments and analysis, we present the details of NRS scheme in next section.  

 4.3.1.2 Overview 

The fundamental design philosophy of the proposed NRS scheme is that since the effort 

of continuous and proactive probing deals with highly dynamic network scenario which 

is not necessarily right in all occasions, we tradeoff such an advantage to gain the 

improvement of handoff performance.  

As illustrated in Figure 34, when a WMN equipped with NRS is put into operation, an 

MC moves to a certain location in the network. The most preferred AP to associate for 

the client is predefined in the training phase. The radio characteristics of the client are 

monitored by multiple APs: e.g. AP1, AP2, AP3, in the network. For an instance, the on-

the-fly measurement of the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is transmitted by 

the MC.  It constitutes the radio signature of the MC on the scene. The mapping 

relationship between the preferred AP and the corresponding radio signature of an MC is 

stored in a knowledge base in advance. Thus the knowledge base is looked up to find the 

most matched radio signature stored against the radio signature monitored by the APs. 
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According to the match, a corresponding AP, which is also the preferred AP to associate 

with, is determined. After the lookup, the handoff is initiated and managed by the 

network side. In this manner, handoff delay is totally eliminated since the MC does not 

probe for candidate APs anymore when handoff occurs.  

 

 

Figure 34 Illustration of NRS Scheme 

How to build such a radio signature knowledge base? In line of the operational phase, the 

MC needs to traverse the coverage area of the network to collect topology information in 

another training phase. The coverage area is separated into subarea with certain 

granularity. The MC is used for measurement in each subarea one by one. In a subarea, 

the radio signal transmitted by the MC is recorded, processed and stored in the 
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knowledge base by AP1, AP2, and AP3. The most preferred AP is arbitrary and 

determined by the designer of NRS system according to specific application requirements, 

for an instance, the AP which provides highest data rate by the actual measurement. This 

implies that the most preferred AP can be either of AP1, AP2, or AP3, but not necessarily 

be one of them. After the preferred AP is determined, the mapping between this AP and 

the radio signature is recorded into the knowledge base. 

4.3.1.3 NRS Operations and Algorithms 

A. Training Phase  

The objective of the training phase is to build the radio signature knowledge base. In 

practice, we use a notebook PC which is equipped with an 802.11 STA to traverse the 

subarea of the WMN. The radio characteristics of the STA, which is the so-called radio 

signature, is measured, processed and stored by the functional entities resided on APs. As 

in Figure 36, the process is illustrated step by step as follows:  

Step 1: The most preferred AP is determined by a predefined metric, e.g. data rate, RSSI, 

or Signal Interference Ratio (SIR). To simplify the implementation, we adopt RSSI as the 

indicator. It is noticeable that the implication of this RSSI is different from the RSSI used 

as radio signature. We aim to establish the relationship:  

max{RSSI1; RSSI2; …; RSSIi} → APpreferred  
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Figure 35 The algorithm of NRS training stage 

Step 2: The area of 802.11 WMN is divided into m*n subareas: A1 ,A2 ,…, Ai. 

Step 3: In the subarea Ai, manually associate MC with AP1, …, APi, measure the RSSI, 

to determine the most preferred APpreferred. e.g. when max{RSSI1, RSSI2,…,RSSIi} is 

fulfilled, MC is associated with APi, then we determine APi is the preferred APpreferred. 

Step 4: In the meantime, measure the radio signature of the MC, e.g. RSSI of MC at 

AP1, …, APi, e.g. AP1_RSSI=-60dbm, AP2_RSSI=-70dbm, …, a multiple tuple 

(AP1_RSSI, AP2_RSSI, … APi_RSSI) is constructed to represent the raw numeric value 

of a radio signature. 

{ //MC traverses the network area 

for each subarea Ai ∈Areanetwork A do 

  { 

for each APi, ∈APNRS do 

    { //Monitor and calculate the real time radio signature. 

       //Process the radio signature with application-specific 

fuzzy functions. 

highRSSIAPi _ = ffuzzy(APi_RSSI); 

RS = (AP1_RSSI, high,) highRSSI1AP _ ), (AP2_RSSI, 

high, highRSSI2AP _ ),…, (APi_RSSI, high, highRSSIAPi _ ) 

// Associate RS with the most preferred AP according to 

data rate or RSSI etc., write in database KBD. 

} 

 } 
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Step 5: We further process the radio signatures by employing functions according to 

specific application requirements. We apply fuzzy functions in our implementation since 

the fuzzification deals with the vagueness of measurement introduced by granularity of 

subareas, e.g. Radio Signature Process Function1: 

                                                                      0              APi_RSSI＜10 dB 

                              Ffuzzy(APi_RSSI) =    
10

APi_RSSI
1 log

 APi_RSSI≥10 dB                                                 (4.1) 

 

Without loss of generosity, we use                      to denote the numerical result of the 

function. 

  ffuzzy(AP1_RSSI)=: 

ffuzzy(AP2_RSSI)= 

…… 

ffuzzy(APi_RSSI) = 

Step 6: We combine the outcomes and the original radio signatures to build a knowledge 

base.  

(AP1_RSSI, high,                        ),  

(AP2_RSSI, high                         ), 

…… 

(APi_RSSI, high,                         ). 

e.g. (AP1_RSSI, high,                   ) means the signature of MC heard by AP1 is                          

= 0.8. 

Step 7: We have an entry in the knowledge base for the subarea Ai, which is  

f: KB(A1) -> APpreferred, e.g. {(AP1_RSSI, high, 0.8), (AP2_RSSI, high, 0.7), (AP2_RSSI, 

high, 0.5)}  -> APpreferred 

highRSSI2AP _

highRSSI1AP _

highRSSI1AP _

highRSSIAPi _

highRSSI2AP _

highRSSI1AP _

highRSSIAPi _

highRSSIAPi _
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Step 8: We move MC to the next position A2, repeat the above procedures. After MC 

traverses the whole area, the knowledge base is built. e.g. KBD = {KB(A1), KB(A2),…, 

KB(Ai)}, (1< i<n). 

B. Operational Phase  

Basically, the operational phase is the reversal process of the training phase. In the 

operational phase, the real-time radio characteristics of the STA is monitored and 

processed by APs, which is considered as the radio signature on the “crime scene”, the 

captured radio signature will be compared with the radio signature in the knowledge base. 

The similarity between the captured one and the records will be measured and the 

matched radio signature will be identified. In case of no identical match, the most similar 

one of all records will be identified. Corresponding to the identified radio signature, the 

most preferred AP to be associated is determined. By this means, the handoff is achieved 

proactively and without any on-the-fly operation of STA. As illustrated in Figure 36, the 

algorithm of the operational stage is listed below:  
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Figure 36 The algorithm for operational stage 

{  //MC moves to a sub-area of the network coverage 

for each sub-area subarea Ai ∈Area do 

  {  

for each APi, do 

    { //Calculate the real time radio signature. 

RS(current) = (AP1_RSSI, high, highRSSI1AP _ ), 

(AP1_RSSI, high, highRSSI2AP _  ), …, (APi_RSSI, 

high, highRSSIAPi _ ) 

} 

 } 

   //Look up and compare with each entries in the 

knowledge base and select the one match. 

for each KBi  ∈KBD  do 

{ //Deal with user preference and compare the real 

time measurement with the stored radio signature. 

if (exist new preferred APj) 

        then   select new APj. 

        else  

           if RS (current) (Ai) = KB(Ak) 

           {       Ak is the APpreferred 

} } //end of operation 
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Step 1: When the 802.11-based WMN is put into operation, MC moves in the network. 

AP1, … , APi, monitor the movement of MC.   

Step 2: At given time I, AP1, … , APi measure the radio signature of MC, e.g. when MC 

is in subarea AP1, the measurement is (AP1_RSSI, AP2_RSSI, ・ ・ ・ , APi_RSSI).  

Step 3: We apply the same fuzzy functions as those employed in the training stage for 

further processing, e.g. RS (current) = {(AP1_RSSI, high, 0.5), (AP2_RSSI, high, 0.5), 

(APi_RSSI, high, 0.7)}.  

Step 4: The radio signature is looked up in the knowledge base, calculate the match 

degree between the radio signature on the scene and the entries in the knowledge base. If 

we discover: e.g RS (current) (A1) = KB(A1), which is, {(AP1_RSSI, high, 0.8), (AP2_ 

RSSI, high, 0.7); (AP2_RSSI, high, 0.5)} → APpreferred.  

Step 5: We conclude that AP1 is APpreferred, then instruct the MC to handoff to the AP1. 

The probing delay is eliminated until this phase. However, after the preferred AP is 

determined, the authentication still takes time to grant the Internet access for the MC.  

We further present the solution in the next section.  

4.3.2 Dual Re-authentication Mechanism for Secure Handoff  

4.3.2.1 Overview  

As analyzed in the related work, most recent efforts of fast authentication focus on 

proactive approaches by transferring security context to potential target mesh routers 
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before handoff occurs. However, the efficiency and effectiveness of such approaches are 

significantly affected by the density of potential targets and the accuracy of handoff 

prediction which is in fact a very difficult task. So we propose a reactive scheme to 

reduce re-authentication delay which consists of two steps to exploit the tradeoff between 

system performance and security. The fundamental design philosophy of our proposed 

mechanism is Access-before-Authenticate, which means to grant the user an “immediate” 

access based on a lightweight authentication while a strong authentication is executed 

afterwards. The original authentication process is separated to two phases, namely 

Immediate Authentication (IA) and Full Authentication (FA). With IA an MC has a 

particular evidence which can prove it have associated with a trusted AP within a granted 

period. After that, the new AP allows the MC to access the network temporarily for a 

certain time of duration. The design of evidence makes it to be validated quickly without 

any assistance from remote Authentication Server (AS). Full Authentication (FA) is 

executed after that. If the strong authentication is failed, the access will be terminated.  

4.3.2.2 IA and FA Procedures  

To simplify the implementation, our scheme is based on IEEE 802.11i standard which 

adopts IEEE 802.1X framework. The FA phase adopts standard IEEE 802.1X 

authentication. The IA phase uses One-Time Ticket (OTT) as the authentication evidence.  

A. One-Time Ticket  

OTT provides a method to validate whether an MC has associated with another AP 

dominated by the same AS before.  
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In the IEEE 802.11i, when an MC entries the network initially, the MC should conduct 

IEEE 802.1X authentication to decide whether data access is allowed or not. In our 

scheme, an OTT is delivered from AS to the MC accompanying the initial IEEE 802.1X 

authentication. When the MC leaves the current AP’s domain, the MC sends its OTT to 

new AP through OTT-request message. The new AP can compare the OTT with the 

entries of OTT cache table which it maintains. If the OTT is valid, the new AP trusts the 

MC for a certain while and initiates a four-way handshake to establish the session keys 

used for traffic encryption. Otherwise, AP notifies the network access request is denied 

through OTT-response. The MC has to conduct IEEE 802.1X authentication and another 

four-way handshake within a given duration contained in the received OTT-response. 

The OTT is established by hash chain [43].  

Let  denote a set of hashed keys established by a seed, s. k is a secret key, and n is 

the number of hashed keys. is formulated by  

                                                 (4.2) 

where HMACk is a keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code. hi is an OTT value, and 

bound to the time when the MC is guaranteed. For example, if one OTT is guaranteed for 

l sec, is valid for n × l sec. If an MC tries to associate with an AP at time ti, the 

corresponding OTT is hj, where  and ts denotes the time when the 

seed was distributed. Since  is bound to time, APs and AS should be time 

synchronized.  
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B. Immediate Authentication Procedure  

A seed s, randomly chosen by AS, has to be shared between authorized APs and AS in 

advance, s can be distributed through two modes: passive and active. In the passive mode, 

AS broadcasts the seed to all authorized APs regularly through Seed-advertisement 

message (P1 in Figure 37). k is used for securing hash function. Particularly, tc is the 

current time stamp used for time synchronization between AS and the authorized AP. In 

the active mode, when an AP boots up, the AP requests s from the AS through Seed-

solicitation message. 

The AS replies the AP through Seed-advertisement. IEEE 802.11i assumes that AP and 

AS can established a secure channel such as IEEE802.1X, we can assume s is delivered 

securely. The Seed-advertisement contains seed number s, the number of keys n, unit 

time l, usage starting time of the seed number ts, and OTT valid duration time tv.  

Since s and k are shared at both APs and AS sides, they can generate common outcome of  

 individually. When an MC attempts to access the network initially, IEEE802.1X 

authentication and four-way handshake are conducted consequently. While the EAP 

procedure at the AAA server such as RADIUS server, AS sends the MC the current time 

tr and an appropriate OTT (P2 in Figure 38). It is the same as IEEE 802.1X authentication 

and four-way handshake procedure except an OTT attached inside.  

The MC should keep the received OTT and tr. When the MC leaves from the current 

serving AP, the MC starts to probe available wireless channels and associates with a new 

AP, APn. In order to reduce the re-authentication delay, the MC sends its OTT to APn 
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through OTT-request (P3 in Figure 38). Since the wireless channel between MC and AP 

is insecure, { fh(tr||ID||OTT), tr, ID} are transmitted from MC to APn as an OTT-request, 

where fh is an one-way hash function such as MD5 and SHA-1. ID, and the MC’s identity 

such as MAC address, are used for preventing attacks such as replay and man-in-the-

middle.  

 

Figure 37 Proposed Dual Re-authentications scheme 
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When receiving the OTT request, APn is able to check immediately whether the MC has 

ever associated with other APs also dominated by the same AS through comparing the 

validation of received OTT to the OTT cache table maintained itself (P4 in Figure 38). If 

the OTT from the MC is valid, APn notifies MC’s admission through OTT-response (P5 

in Figure 37), and initiates a four-way handshake to establish session key used for data 

traffic encryption (P6 in Figure 37).  

The session keys are derived from the pairwise master key (PMK), Authenticator address 

(AA), Supplicant address (SPA), Authenticator nonce (ANonce), and Supplicant 

Nonce(SNonce). IEEE 802.11i also specifies a 256 bit Pre-Shared Key (PSK) shared 

beforehand between AP and MC, which derives PMK through Pseudo Random Function 

(PRF) without AS. IA uses the OTT as a PSK. Consequently, IA requires no 

modifications to the four-way handshake procedures in IEEE 802.11i. After P6 is 

completed, the MC is able to access the network on secure channel (D3) established by 

the procedure P6. By that way, the re-authentication delay of our report IA is only from 

P3 to P6. Within these procedures, there are no information exchanging required 

therefore packets exchanged with APo or AS so far. Therefore, no packets transmission is 

needed. Conventional IEEE 802.1X authentication and four-way handshake will be 

accomplished within a given expired time for restraining IA’s optimism (P7 in Figure 37). 

After that, OTT of MC is updated (P8 in Figure 37). AS should broadcast Seed-

advertisement within the Ticket Grant Lifetime (P9 in Figure 37).  

C. OTT Validation  
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AP should maintain OTT-cache table which contains valid OTTs. OTT entries of the 

cache table is formulated by ,                                     (4.3) 

where  and  is the current time. Let  

  be  contained in OTT-request message. If , this OTT-

request is valid, thus AP notifies MC is allowed to access the network through OTT-

response (P5 in Figure 37). OTT-response contains the time (allowed FA guaranteed 

duration) within which indicates the MC must accomplish conventional IEEE 802.1X 

authentication and four-way handshake. Otherwise, it is probably that the MC is not a 

normal user such as an abused reusing cached old OTTs (replay or man-in-the-middle 

attacks). The AP can adjust an allowed FA time bound to correspondent OTT in order to 

mitigate the effect of OTT abuse. Even if OTT is revealed to attackers, the access of the 

network is only within the allowed FA guaranteed duration.  

4.4 Experiments and Evaluation  

In order to investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed mechanisms, we 

implement them in our HAWK integrated experiment environment which is consisted 

with prototype testbed and simulation tools to test and evaluate the system performance:  
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4.4.1 Layer 2 Fast Handoff Delay  

We compare the end-to-end delay of a VOIP application considering two cases without 

and with our proposed NRS scheme in the same simulation scenario. A MC roaming 

through three neighbouring APs connecting though wireless mesh backbone. Three APs 

collaboratively monitor the radio signatures of MC, the signature is compared with the 

entries recorded in the knowledge base which has been prepared. The preferred AP is 

calculated and stored in the list for MC to associate in case handoff will be initiated. We 

run a VOIP application on the local MC and the remote correspondent. We arbitrarily 

make MC to handoff by setting handoff threshold and observe the time delay. We keep 

measuring the end-to-end delay of packets between MC and the remote correspondent. 

When we manipulate Layer 2 handoff to occur by moving MC, the end-to-end delay will 

vary and indicate the start and the end of the handoff. Referring to Figure 38, we can see 

that our proposed NRS scheme can reduce the time-consuming scanning delay during the 

handoff procedure greatly. Under the normal circumstance without NRS scheme, the 

delay is around 70ms. By enabling NRS scheme, the total handoff delay is shortened to 

10ms, which are accumulated by open authentication and association excluding probing. 

It is obvious that the proposed mechanism works. However, the accuracy of the handoff 

becomes our concern. The accuracy issue of NRS schemes majorly comes from the 

dividing the area into subareas. The granularity of the subarea determines whether a 

handoff occurs according to the training phase. If a handoff occurs in the operational 

phase while it is not expected in the training phase, we consider it inaccurate. In general, 

smaller the granularity is, more unnecessary handoff occurs. Nevertheless, if the 

granularity is too large, it loses the meaning of handoff in the first place and only an ideal 
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AP with the unlimited coverage can support that. We use false negative (FN) and the 

false positive (FP) rate to represent the accuracy of the proposed NRS scheme. We apply 

the two-ray ground reflection model as the wireless channel propagation representation in 

our experiments. We set the size of the whole area is 100m × 100m. As the size of the 

subarea which is a square as the basic union of territory increases, the FN and FP go to 

their theoretical values fluctuating around 21% and 36% respectively. We can notice that 

when the size of subarea goes over 10m, the rate of FN and FP are relatively stable which 

can be set as a recommended system parameter of our proposed NRS scheme in 

implementation. 

 

Figure 38 The latency due to handoff delay without vs. with employing NRS Scheme 
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Figure 39 The False Negative Rate of Handoff Decision 
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Figure 40 The False Positive Rate of Handoff Decision 

4.4.2 Dual Re-authentication  

This section provides performance analysis of the proposed scheme in terms of 

authentication delay. We also make a quantification model to measure the degree of 

security for our report.  

 Handoff Delay  

Let Tr denote the response time from the point when re-association is initiated to the 

point when four-way handshake is completed. Tr is formulated by  

                                                Tr = Treassoc + Tauth + T fwh                                              (4.4) 

where Treassoc is a delay for re-association, and T fwh is a delay for four-way handshake. In 

IEEE 802.11i, Tauth is a delay for IEEE 802.1X authentication. In the proposed scheme, 

Tauth denotes operation time for OTT validation in Section II. C. Tauth is determined by tv 
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and l. The total possible number of keys assigned to each MC per AP is formulated by _  

 . Since Tauth is the time to conduct a linear searching based on hashing and 

comparing, Tauth is stochastically proportional to . The OTT-Validation takes  

times. The expectation of Tauth is defined as:   

                                                                                            (4.5) 

where Th is the time for fh computation process time. Our analysis adopts SHA-1 as fh. Th 

is measured by Benchmarks of Crypto++ 5.5 Library [51]. Conclusively, Tr, re-

authentication delay in our scheme can be represented as the function: ,where 

 is the re-authentication delay function. Given that delays for re-association, IEEE 

802.1X, and four-way handshake average 2, 250, and 60ms, respectively, re-

authentication delay in the conventional IEEE 802.11i is totally 312ms. 250ms for IEEE 

802.1X authentication is measured in fast resume mode [50]. Although full IEEE 802.1X 

authentication takes 1000ms, we compares with the fixed version for unbiased 

comparison.  

Quantification for the Degree of Security  

As l is increased, the probability that the same OTT is assigned to a number of MCs are 

increased. Let  denote the total arrival rate, .i.e., the total association rate.   is 

defined as . Let  denote the total departure rate.  is defined as . Let 

Pl (N = n) denote the probability that the number of associated MCs are n within a period 

l. The probability that the same OTT is assigned to a number of MCs before handoff is 
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equal to the probability that at least two MCs arrive within a period l, i.e., Pl(N ≥ 2).                    

                                                     (4.6)  

where the integral part indicates the case that an MC leaves within a period l − t, even 

though arrives at t(≤l).   

                                                                                             (4.7)  

                                 

                                                                                         (4.8) 

The duplicated OTT problem during initial association does not threaten the security of 

network system critically, because OTT is used after handoff. The case of after-handoff 

duplication should be considered. If MC0 moves into APn, the probability that MCs  

assigned the same OTT to MC0 exist is:  

                                                                                                (4.9) 

This implies a trade-off between OTT acquisition speed and security. The reduced re-

authentication delay decreases the degree of security measured by pd, comparing with 

original IEEE 802.11i. Additionally, even though OTT is revealed to a later-coming MC, 

since the hash function for OTT chain generation varies depending on a secret key k, the 

hash chain is difficult to be derived by an adversary. It shows the relationship between pd 

and MC. The black dot indicates that  is 180. Likewise, the white dot indicates   is 360. 

In Figure 41, we find out that the probability of OTT duplication is decreased faster, as  
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_ increasing. pd is also defined as a function as follows: , where 

 is a security measure function. 

 

Figure 41 Probability of existence of duplicated OTTs after handoff 

4.5 Discussion on Limitations  

In our previous work of Network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) probing, we employ 

multiple APs to monitor a MC and produce a vector of Received Signal Strength 

Indications (RSSIs) as radio signature of a MC corresponding to the most appropriate AP. 

It is an arbitrary handoff mechanism which completely eliminates the on-the-fly scanning 

procedure together with the handoff delay whereas also introduces the complexity of a 

training stage prior to network operation and the non-scalability of fixed deployment [10]. 
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Chapter 5 Enhanced Approach of Network-assisted 

Radio Signature for Fast Handoff in AP-dense 

Environment 

5.1 Introduction 

Recently the deployment of IEEE 802.11 Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) has been 

growing exponentially because of emerging of sharing economy of Wi-Fi. As a result, the 

handoff delay caused by mobile client (MC) probing for the next preferred AP becomes 

more challenging in a dense WMN. In this paper, we propose a fast handoff scheme T-

NRS (Temporal-NRS) which leverages historical knowledge of APs associated in time 

series to assist in handoff decision in addition to the Network-assisted Radio 

Signature(NRS) technique based on spatial knowledge. The enhancement improves the 

performance whilst eliminates the inflexibility. We implement and evaluate the 

mechanism in about 200 APs in shopping malls. The results prove the performance of the 

proposed scheme. 

5.1.1 Motivations 

Provision of pervasive wireless Internet access to mobile users anywhere has been a 

hectic driving force for industry and academic community. Recently the deployment of 

IEEE 802.11-based Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) has been growing exponentially 

in many places like chain stores and shopping malls due to the ermerging of sharing 
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economy of Wi-Fi, so as to deliver value-added mobile applications such as advertising 

or e-commerce etc. to nearby smartphone users.  

Consequently, time-sensitive mobile APPs on smartphones face more frequent handoffs 

with dense access points (APs) and mobile clients (MCs) in the network, which imposes 

severe challenges upon fast handoff mechanisms in such scenarios [66]. 

 

As previously illustrated in Figure 1, the handoff issue involves interruptions of multiple 

dimensional operations of the network from physical layer on the bottom to application 

layer on the top. We address on Layer 2 handoff issue in this paper due to which 

contributes the majority of the delay. The existing handoff mechanisms can be classified 

into three categories: the legacy handoff, the terminal-based handoff and the network-

assisted handoff. The legacy 802.11 handoff operations are comprised of three 

procedures as shown in Figure 2: namely scanning, authentication and re-association. The 

scanning is that a MC collects information about neighboring AP and chooses the most 

appropriate AP to handoff. The authentication procedure is to authenticate and authorize 

the access to the AP. And the association procedure is to establish the association with 

AP. The scanning is the most time-consuming and left for manufacturers and researchers 

to explore. 

Terminal-based approaches of fast handoff have been thoroughly explored at early stage 

since the terminal is convenient to tackle with rather than network infrastructure. They 

manage how a MC switches channels, listens for beacons sent by APs passively, or 

actively sends probe requests and receives probe responses from APs, etc. Nevertheless, 
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it is constrained by limited capacity of terminals and has the problem of forward-

compatibility of existing terminals. 

Network-assisted approaches orchestrate multiple APs to work collaboratively to probe 

and produce knowledge for handoff. Multiple APs listen for beacons from a MC rather 

than the original opposite design. Specialized centralized or distributed mechanisms are 

implemented on APs. In the meantime, network-assisted approaches are welcome and 

embraced by Wi-Fi operators because it solves the practical problem of compatibility of 

legacy terminals on the market. 

 

In our previous work, we proposed a fast handoff scheme Network-assisted Radio 

Signature (NRS). The technique employs multiple APs to collaboratively monitor a MC 

and produce a tuple of Received Signal Strength Indications (RSSIs) as the radio 

signature. The correlation between radio signatures and the most preferred AP is 

established in a knowledge base by using a MC to traverse the network and keeping a 

record of all the measurements in a training phase prior to network operation. Thus in the 

following operational phase, the handoff can be decided reversely by comparing the real-

time measurement of radio signatures and the knowledge base. The NRS scheme 

completely eliminates probing and the relevant delay whereas introduces an extra training 

phase which causes the problem of non-scalability of the fixed deployment of APs [50]. 
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5.1.2 T-NRS Scheme: Enhancement based on Temporal Knowledge of Next 

APs 

In this section, we consider the abovementioned disadvantage and further propose an 

enhancement of the scheme based on temporal knowledge of next APs which is named as 

T-NRS (Temporal-NRS) scheme. It is featured by recording the handoff decision, i.e. the 

next AP to associate along with radio signatures, of the legacy handoff mechanism when 

the network is in operation. The correlation between and the most preferred AP and radio 

signatures is established in a spontaneous manner when a MC moves in the network. 

Therefore the knowledge base of mapping relationship between radio signatures and the 

next AP is built adaptively. 

At the beginning of operation of network, the legacy handoff is employed because T-

NRS is invalid since it works under the condition that the proper historical knowledge is 

previously recorded. But T-NRS becomes fully operational in the end after MCs have 

traversed the network with a learning-while-working process rather than the standalone 

training phase in the original NRS approach. 

Moreover, the T-NRS scheme improves the approach in an AP-dense network by 

recording the APs associated after each handoff. The probability of the next AP to 

associate in time-series is taken into account based on the temporal information in order 

to improve the handoff accuracy of the radio signature approach.  

We observe that the scale and density of 802.11 WMNs has been increasing 

exponentially. In an urban area a MC received radio signals from more than 10 APs most 
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of the time as in [26, 34, 31] but nowadays there are over 30 SSIDs are accessible for a 

MC and an AP serves over 50-70 smartphones in rush hours as in our controlled scenario 

of shopping malls. We implement the T-NRS scheme in our testbed and it turns out that 

at least three RSSIs are always available so that the scheme works most of the time. 

5.1.3 Contributions 

The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows: 

• We propose an enhanced fast handoff mechanism T-NRS based on our previous 

work. The new scheme eliminates the standalone training phase and achieves the 

same purpose adaptively and gradually in the course of network operation, by 

utilizing the mobility of all MCs spontaneously. Temporal information about next 

APs associated is taken into account to calculate the probability of the next AP. 

Both spatial and temporal information are utilized to improve the handoff 

accuracy.  

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine and utilize the 

characteristics of dense APs and MCs and the temporal information of handoff to 

improve the performance. 

• We evaluate the solution with experiments in a testbed. The results prove that the 

performance of the mechanism satisfied the requirements of current popular 

mobile applications.  
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5.2 Temporal Network-Assisted Radio Signature Scheme 

5.2.1 Motivation 

We observe that there is an strong assumption behind the conventional fast handoff 

mechanisms which is the network infrastructure topology would keep changing, so that 

probing for next APs is carried out in an on-the-fly manner. The assumption is not 

necessarily true therefore we proposed NRS scheme to decouple a training phrase to 

establish the relationship between radio signatures and the preferred AP, prior to the 

operational phase of the network.  

In the operational phase, a MC moves with random-walk in the network and the handoff 

decision is made reversely by measuring the real-time radio signatures i.e. RSSIs, looking 

up in the knowledge base of the relationship, and calculating the probability of the next 

AP.  

Nevertheless, it is not cost-efficient to afford this training phase before the network 

operates in all scenarios. Moreover, once APs change their position in the life cycle of the 

deployment, the NRS scheme has to go through training phase again. So we propose an 

enhancement of the scheme Temporal-NRS (T-NRS), which is to collect the information 

of relationship between radio signatures and the next APs while the network is in 

operation. The dedicated training phase is removed and the learning process is carried out 

regularly in order to build the knowledge base in a gradual and adaptive way. With 

multiple MCs assisted in the learning process in parallel, the time to complete the 
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knowledge base is expected to be reduced in a MC-dense environment. Also it becomes 

flexible to the changes of the network topology. 

We observe that since the fundamental of measurements of RSSIs of MC is to utilize the 

spatial information to assist in handoff and due to the highly dynamic nature of the radio 

signals, the handoff accuracy, i.e. the probability of the next AP could be further 

improved by introducing temporal information into handoff decision. In T-NRS scheme, 

we take the historic records of APs ever associated in time series into account. The 

probability of the next AP is independently calculated based on temporal information. 

With the combination of both, the accuracy of handoff is greatly improved while the cost 

of measurements is reduced. 

T-NRS scheme is required to employ the legacy handoff mechanism initially and then 

becomes fully operational after a period of time. It is obviously a tradeoff between the 

instant effectiveness of the original NRS scheme and the flexibility of network 

deployment for the enhanced T-NRS scheme. 

5.2.2 Network Scenario 

As illustrated in Fig 42, a WMN with APs installed with T-NRS mechanism is in 

operation, APs are connected with each other via IAPP communications and connected 

with Internet. MCs including notebook PCs and smartphones move randomly in the 

network and are associated with APs to have access to Internet.   
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The T-NRS scheme cooperates with the legacy handoff scheme. At the beginning, the 

legacy scheme is initiated to build the knowledge base first. In the meanwhile, the T-NRS 

scheme continuously calculates the probability of the next AP and decides whether or not 

to switch between the legacy scheme and itself. 

 

 

Figure 42 The illustration of the network scenario    

5.2.3 Handoff Decision based on Measurement of Radio Signatures 

The radio signature of a MC is measured by multiple APs: AP1, AP2, AP3, … APj, i.e., 

the Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSIs) transmitted from the MC. When the 

legacy handoff is completed, the mapping relationship between the preferred AP and the 

corresponding radio signature of a MC is recorded and stored into a knowledge base. 

Definition 1: The mapping relationship is denoted as: 

{RSSI(AP1), RSSI(AP2), … , RSSI(APj)}→APpreferred; 

    A learning process is carried out regularly and interweaved with the handoff process, 

so the knowledge base is built by multiple MCs simultaneously. 

Definition 2: The radio signatures and the knowledge base are denoted as: 

 

Internet 
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RS(MC1)=（ , , … , ) → AP1； 

RS(MC2)=（ , , … , ) → AP2； 

…… 

KBD={RS(MC1), RS(MC2), …, RS(MCi)}, (1< i<n) 

When a handoff occurs and seek for the next preferred AP, T-NRS scheme is initiated. 

First it calculates the probability of the next AP based on the comparison of real-time 

measurement of the radio signature and the historical records in knowledge base. If the 

probability is higher lower than the threshold which means the knowledge base does not 

meet the requirement, the legacy handoff is employed to decide the handoff and the result 

is recorded into the knowledge base. If the probability is higher than the threshold, the 

AP with the highest probability will be chosen and the MC will be instructed to connect 

with it. In this way, the dedicated training phase is eliminated and the learning process is 

merged with handoff itself. 

Procedures: The detailed procedure will be illustrated step by step as follows: 

Step 1: Though the most preferred AP can be determined by a predefined metric, we 

adopt RSSI as the indicator to simplify the implementation. We aim to establish the 

mapping relationship between the measurement of RSSI and the next AP. The largest 

RSSI indicates the next AP: 

Max {RSSI1, RSSI2,…,RSSIi} → APpreferred 

Step 2: Initially there is no record in the knowledge base. Regarding MC1, when an 

802.11 legacy handoff is initiated and the reactive probing is carried out to find the most 
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preferred AP, the T-NRS scheme keeps the record of the multiple-tuple as the radio 

signature and add it into knowledge base: 

 = RS(MC1) =（ , , … , ) → AP1 

Step 3: Regarding MC1, MC2,…, MCn, the legacy handoff scheme is always initiated 

while T-NRS does not satisfy the requirement of handoff accuracy. We combine the 

records to build the knowledge base. 

RS1=（ , , … , ) → AP1； 

RS2=（ , , … , ) → AP2； 

             …… 

KBD={RS1, RS2, …, RSi}, ) 

Step 4: When a handoff is initiated, the T-NRS scheme first looks up in the knowledge 

base and compare the current measurement, i.e. , and the 

historical records of radio signatures, i.e.  = （ , , … , ), where 

 are the RSSI value measured between the current MC and . All the 

APs that contain one or more RSSIs with the same set of APs of the . Assume 

 is one of them, and one RSSI is . 

The relative distance between  and  is calculated: 
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                                                                                                    (5.1) 

The with the minimum  will be selected as the next AP, where . 

Step 5: The above step will be repeated and applied to all the APs that contain the same 

set of APs with the . Without loss of generosity, we assume that we have three 

APs: ,  and , and the corresponding distances for these APs are  ,  and . 

Then we can calculate the probability of  being the next AP as the below:  

                                           Pmeasurement(APi)                                              (5.2) 

Step 6: As long as the probability is above the predefined threshold, T-NRS will choose 

the APi as the potential next AP to associate.         

5.2.4 Handoff with Historical Information of Associations 

The fundamental of handoff decision by measuring radio signatures is to calculate the 

probability of the next AP based on spatial information. Due to the highly dynamic nature 

of radio signals, we introduce the historical records of APs associated in time series to be 

taken into account to improve the handoff accuracy of T-NRS scheme.  

 Generally speaking, we utilize the statistics of the historical association information to 

obtain the probability of the next AP. For instance, in Figure 43, we illustrate the basic 

idea. After we have collected the historical association information, we know that if the 
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current serving AP is AP1, then its next AP can be AP2, AP3 and AP4. Furthermore, we 

calculate the statistics for each of these three potential next APs. For example, if the 

current serving AP is AP1, there are 100 traces in which AP2 are the next AP, 50 traces in 

which AP3 are the next AP, and 10 traces in which AP4 are the next AP, then the 

probability that AP2, AP3, AP4 being the next AP is 100/160, 50/160, 10/160, respectively.  

 

Figure 43 The probability of the next AP based on historical records 

Step 8: Given the historical records of handoff collected in Step 3: regarding AP1, 

AP2, …… APi, the probability of the next AP based on the temporal information is 

calculated based on statistics of traces Tj： 

                                                                                         (5.3) 

where  is the provability that  being the next AP of ,  is 

the number of traces that  is the next AP of , and  is the total number of traces 

containing . 

Step 9: Combine the results of spatial calculation and the temporal prediction, ttherefore 

we have the final probability and choose the AP with the maximum value as the most 

preferred AP to associate. 
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                                      P (APi) = Pmeasurement(APi) Ptemporal (AP1)                                (5.4)      

                                     Max{P(APi) }→APpreferred, where                              (5.5) 

5.3 Evaluation 

5.3.1 Testing Scenario 

We deployed a total of 198 APs in two shopping malls in CBD of Shenzhen. The APs are 

all IEEE 802.11b/n 2.4GHz band. The hardware chipsets of APs include Atheros 9344 

and MTK 9531. The topology of the whole 802.11 WMN is mesh networks connected by 

wired and wireless links distributed on different floors of the two shopping malls. 

We implement the proposed scheme in the firmware of the APs. During these 

experiments, the deployed APs first collect the packets from the MCs nearby and update 

the database, and then predict the next AP that a MC should connect to when necessary.  

Note in these experiments, the system only records and does not actually control to which 

AP a MC should connect. In addition, the mobile phone of any person in the shopping 

malls can be the MC that contributes the data in the experiments.  

5.3.2 Performance Criteria  

We utilize the handoff accuracy as the measure to evaluate the performance. We define 

that if the next-hop AP predicted by the proposed scheme is the same with the one that a 

MC actually selected, then this handoff is regarded as correct. The handoff accuracy is 
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then defined as the ratio of the number of correct handoffs to the total number of handoffs 

occurred during the experiment. 

5.3.3 Performance Evaluation 

We will show the performance of the proposed scheme during the two tests in a shopping 

mall in which 56 APs are deployed. Both of the tests lasted for 10 hours. Test 1 is carried 

out on a weekend from 11:00am to 10:00pm, and Test 2 is implemented on a weekday 

from 10:00pm to 9:00pm. In both tests, the system initially collects the information from 

the mobile phones in the shopping mall to establish the database, including the RSSI 

information, and the temporal association information. In the meantime, for any MC 

which initiates the handoff, the system will calculate, accordingly to the proposed scheme, 

the next potential AP to which it will connect.  

 Figure 45 shows how the handoff accuracy changes with time in the two tests. We can 

see that in Test 1, the handoff accuracy is as low as 50% in the first hour, and then starts 

to gradually increase to 91% at the end of the experiments. The initially low performance 

of the system can be attributed to the fact that the database that helps to predict has not 

been fully established. The results of Test 2 show the similar pattern as in Test 1. 

However, we can see that the initial accuracy of Test 2 is lower than Test 1. This is 

intuitively correct since during the weekend, the number of MCs is greater than that 

during the weekday of Test 2. As illustrated in Figure 45, it compares the total number of 

MCs that all 56 APs served during each hour of the two tests.  
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Figure 44 The handoff accuracy of experiments carried out in the shopping mall with 56 APs 
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Figure 45 Total number of MCs that all 56 APs served during each hour of the two tests 

To demonstrate the effect of using the RSSI information and the temporal association 

information, we also compare the performance of the system when these two types of 

information are utilized separately in Test 1. Figure 47 compares the handoff accuracy of 

the system when both the RSSI and the temporal association information are utilized, 

when only the RSSI information is utilized, and when only the temporal association 

information is utilized. We can see that when only the temporal association information is 

utilized, and the maximum handoff accuracy can only achieve about 85%, which is about 

6% lower compared to when both information are utilized. In addition, when only the 

RSSI information is utilized, the handoff accuracy can only achieve about 76%. This 
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indicates that the temporal association information is more informative or reliable than 

the RSSI information. 
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Figure 46 The handoff accuracy of the Test 1 using three types of information. (a) when both RSSI 

and the temporal connnectivity information are utilized (b) when only the RSSI information is 

utilized and (c) when only the temporal connnectivity information is utilized. 

Figure 48 shows the handoff accuracy of the experiment we obtained in another shopping 

center where a total of 142 APs are deployed.  This test is carried out during the weekend 

from 11:00am to 8:00pm. Compared to Figure 45, we can see that the handoff accuracy 

of the system deployed in a denser environment of APs is slightly lower. This can be 

explained as the fact that in a denser environment, the system needs to determine an AP 

from more number of candidate APs for a MC.  
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Figure 47 The handoff accuracy of the experiments carried out in the shopping mall with 142 APs 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Fast handoff becomes a more severe issue to deal with in dense 802.11 WMNs because it 

is essential to fulfill the requirements of real-time applications and dense APs and MCs 

means more frequent handoff occurs.  

In this paper, we propose an enhancement of network-assisted fast handoff scheme T-

NRS based on previous radio signature technique. With spatial information based on 

measurement of RSSIs and the temporal information of historical records of associated 

APs, the handoff is decided based on probability of the next AP. The dedicated training 

phase of previous NRS scheme is eliminated and the learning procedure is interwoven 

with network operation. We have done experiments to evaluate the performance and it 

proves that handoff accuracy is acceptable while the original cost is avoided. Since the 

frequency of handoff would increase greatly in the coming era of dense networks, the 

combination of fast handoff approach based on spatial information and temporal 

information is expected to be explored deeper in our future work to forward the 

application in this area. 
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Chapter 6 Opportunistic Approach with Virtual Radio 

for Fast Handoff in AP-Dense Environment 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Motivations 

With the prosperity of so-called “Business Sharing Wi-Fi”, IEEE 802.11-based Wireless 

Mesh Networks (WMNs) gains a new momentum to widespread exponentially in chain 

stores, shopping malls in China in past three years. Correspondently, when smartphone 

users are accessing the WMN, time-sensitive mobile APPs such as video chat, WeChat, 

and game King of Glory, face more frequent handoffs with denser APs and MCs in the 

network. Thus it imposes more severe challenge upon fast handoff mechanisms in such 

scenario, that is the time delay caused by interruptions of communication between Access 

Points (APs) and Mobile Clients (MCs) [66].  

The legacy 802.11 handoff operation is comprised of three procedures: namely scanning, 

authentication and re-association. The scanning is that a MC collects information about 

neighboring APs and chooses the most appropriate AP for itself to handoff. The 

authentication procedure is to authenticate and authorize the access to the AP for a MC. 

And the association procedure is to re-establish the association with AP. The scanning is 

the most time-consuming, but the enhancements of fast handoff are not standardized and 

left for manufacturers and researchers to develop. 
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The essential work of fast handoff is: i) to probe-before-break, i.e. proactively probe 

information and decide which AP to associate before handoff occurs; and ii) to reduce the 

time of probing that becomes the key techniques which include terminal-based 

approaches and network-assisted approaches. 

Terminal-based approaches of fast handoff have been thoroughly explored at earlier stage 

since it is convenient for academic community to tackle with terminals instead of 

network infrastructure. It basically controls how a MC switches channels, passively 

listens for beacons sent by APs ，or actively sends probe requests and receives probe 

responses from APs, etc. However, it is constrained by limited capacity of terminals and 

cannot solve the problem of compatibility of legacy terminals. 

Thereafter network-assisted approaches gradually prevail in 802.11-based WMNs 

inspired by dedicated pilot channel and specialized function entities for handover on 

infrastructure-side in mobile cellular systems. It orchestrates multiple APs to work 

collaboratively to probe and produce information of handoff. APs listen for beacons from 

a MC rather than the opposite of the original scanning and specialized centralized 

mechanisms are implemented on APs both are because the network-side is powerful in 

terms of capacity of computing and memory to support sophisticated solution. 

In the meantime, network-assisted approaches are welcome by Wi-Fi operators because it 

solves the practical problem of compatibility of existing legacy terminals. This is how we 

have built a testbed of over 200 APs in two shopping malls on the basis of a commercial 

platform comprised of thousands of APs in cooperation with a Business Wi-Fi operator in 
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China [67]. It is convenient and feasible for us to fiddle with AP, Access Controller (AC) 

and other network entities to study the problem space of network-assisted approaches. 

In our previous work of network-assisted Radio Signature (NRS) probing, we have 

employed multiple APs to collaboratively monitor MCs and produce a vector of Received 

Signal Strength Indications (RSSIs) as radio signature of a MC. The most appropriate AP 

to associate is pre-defined in a training stage prior to the operational stage of the network, 

so that in the operational stage, handoff is determined by the measurement of radio 

signatures It is an arbitrary handoff scheme which completely eliminates the on-the-fly 

probing and the handoff delay, whereas the complexity of a training stage and the non-

scalability for fixed installation of APs is introduced [71]. 

To avoid the abovementioned problem, in this paper we further propose a new network-

assisted fast handoff scheme based on collaborative probing as well. It is called as 

opportunistic scanning (OppoScan) featured by a method of so-called virtual radio. In 

short, an AP serving a MC instructs its neighboring APs to assist in probing information 

for handoff by assuming the radios of other APs as its virtual radios. OppoScan utilizes 

neighboring AP’s radios to probe other MCs for its own purpose instead of equipped 

itself with more physical radios. 

Traditionally, it is expected that the AP serving a MC on one channel controls and 

exchanges information with all neighboring APs on all working channels to determine the 

most preferable AP via inter-AP communication of wired or wireless mesh links. 

However, the mechanism works with light-loaded APs and sparse MCs but would 
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interfere with normal traffic when it comes to large-scale 802.11-based WMN with 

heavy-loaded and dense APs and MCs. 

To address this issue, we improve the approach by selectively utilizing some of the 

neighboring APs in an opportunistic manner based on the geographic proximity of dense 

APs and MCs.  

6.1.2 Contributions 

We observe that the scale and density of 802.11-based WMNs has been increasing 

exponentially. In an urban area a MC received radio signals from more than 10 APs most 

of the time as in [26, 31, 34] but nowadays there are over 30 SSIDs are accessible for a 

MC and an AP serves over 50-70 smartphones in rush hours as in our controlled scenario 

of shopping malls.  

Based on extensive field studies, we discover that when the density of neighboring APs 

involved in collaborative probing is greater than 50%, the OppoScan scheme can 

guarantee the accuracy of handoff to be over 90% without assistance of virtual radio of 

APs on different channels. Hence we simplify the mechanism by filtering some of 

neighboring APs when they are in the proximity with serving AP. Furthermore, when the 

density of MCs is greater than 10/m2, instead of instructing the virtual radio of 

neighboring APs to switch to other channels and probe, a MC can simply re-use the 

probing knowledge of another neighboring MC in the proximity in an opportunistic 

manner without switching to different channel at all. Basically this method reduces the 

overhead to probe if unnecessary. 
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     The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows: 

• We propose a network-assisted fast handoff scheme OppoScan which 

collaboratively probes for APs by utilizing the virtual radios of neighboring APs 

in addition to its own radio. 

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to analyze and utilize the 

correlations between the density of network nodes i.e. APs and MCs and the 

accuracy of handoff. 

• We improve our approach of OppoScan to achieve optimized performance in an 

opportunistic manner by taking advantage of high density of neighboring APs and 

neighboring MCs which is a novel technical advance in the area of fast handoff 

• We evaluate the solution with simulations and experiments in a real environment 

testbed use a proprietary version of cloud AC system WiSense running on top of 

openwrt. The results prove that the performance of the mechanism satisfied the 

requirements of current popular mobile applications  

This remainder of this Section is organized as follows: in Section 6.2, we discuss the 

previous works with an overview of terminal-based handoff schemes and particularly the 

newly updates on network-assisted approaches. In Section 6.3, we elaborate our novel 

network-assisted mechanism OppoScan, a proactive, collaborative handoff scheme with a 

novel technique of opportunistic probing by utilizing virtual radios of neighboring APs. 

In Section 6.4, we evaluate our solution based on empirical and analytic models based on 

our discoveries on the correlations between density of APs and MCs and handoff 
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accuracy in 802.11-based WMNs. In Section 6.5, we point out the limitation and our 

future work direction. 

6.2 Background and Related works 

6.2.1 Legacy Handoff Initiation and Parameter Optimization 

We refer the primitive handoff procedures in 802.11 standards as legacy handoff 

hereafter. We have briefly addressed on the handoff issue which is originated from 

disruptions of the communication between a MC and its serving AP [66]. Due to the 

improvident nature of 802.11 standards on fast handoff schemes, the issue has been left 

open for hardware manufacturers and application developers to realize their proprietary 

solutions. Thus it has drawn amount of attractions from academic communities. 

Normally the legacy handoff is initiated when the current connection between a MC and 

its serving AP is degraded too much to sustain. Nevertheless an improved handoff 

initiation is to measure the difference between the RSSI of its serving AP and the RSSI of 

its preferable AP. It works as a trigger to determine whether a handoff is init iated after it 

increases over a threshold. Mhatre et al. have explored different handoff initiation 

algorithms and triggers including beacon detection, threshold-based, hysteresis-based as 

well as trend-based algorithms [67]. Except signal strength, the quality of connection 

between MC and AP can be measured and evaluate in multiple dimensions including 

SNR, SIR, throughput, delay, jitter, AP load, and even QoS of mobile applications on 
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upper layers. So far the initiation of handoff still remains a problem space to study while 

our current work mainly utilizes signal strength RSSI for simplicity.  

Parameters related to legacy handoff have been studied to optimize for fast handoff. The 

normal legacy handoff consists of scanning procedure, authentication procedure and re-

association procedure. Regarding the major source of delay, i.e. the probing procedure, 

MC searches for potential APs to associate with. It sends a Probe Request frame on every 

channel and listens on that channel for a MinChannelTime interval. If there is no answer, 

the channel is declared empty. On the other hand, if the MC receives at least one Probe 

Response from an AP, it waits until a MaxChannelTime interval expires to collect more 

information. Therefore early work on fast handoff adjusts the parameters in order to stay 

less time on each channel and probe fewer channels.  

Mishra et al. made an empirical study on 802.11 MAC layer handoff process and 

proposed optimization in a heuristics manner which is to minimize the number of 

scanning channels, the response time to stay on channel [25]. They further introduced 

Neighbor Graphs of APs to reduce the total number of channels to probe and Non-

overlap Graph to reduce the waiting time on each channel as well as caching techniques 

to solve the problem of packet loss [26]. H. Velayos et al have investigated techniques to 

start probing on the most possible channels, probe channels selectively, and derived 

values 1ms and 10.24ms for MinChannelTime and MaxChannelTime [34]. Y. Liao et al. 

propose a selective scanning which further reduces the channels to scan by utilizing 

adaptively method [68]. 
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6.2.2 Terminal-based Approaches 

Proactive probing schemes have been comprehensively studied. In the original process of 

legacy handoff, the scanning procedure is initiated after disconnection with the serving 

AP, that is referred as probe-after-break. Thereby in most commonly-adopted fast 

handoff schemes, the probing procedure is expected to be carried out prior to real handoff 

occurs, which is referred as probe-before-break. It requires the probing procedure to be 

conducted as a constant operation on the background. 

Terminal-based approaches of proactive probing have been explored by many researchers. 

I. Ramani et al. designs SyncScan to synchronize MCs and APs first and then instructs 

MCs to probe the beacon periodically broadcasted by APs on each channel by switching 

to the channel at the exact time slot when a beacon is broadcast [31]. Essentially, it 

transfers one-time overhead of probing for beacons into evenly-distributed overhead by 

time-division with fixed time slots. Similarly, Haitao Wu et al. proposes ProactiveScan 

which instructs MCs to collect all information of neighboring APs in a one-time manner 

before switching back to current working channel [69], thus the overhead is distributed 

irregularly over time series. 

It is MultiScan which is the first one to creatively propose a new way of fast handoff by 

equipping multiple radio interfaces on a MC to exploit hardware for proactive probing. 

One radio is used to search for alternate APs while the other radio is associated with AP 

for interleaving data communication [38]. 
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SyncScan and ProactiveScan impose overhead of timing, synchronization and caching 

upon MCs, while MultiScan pays the price of redundant hardware on MCs. In [74] Singh 

et al. evaluate such impacts upon MC and AP. 

The terminal-based approaches are convenient to implement for academic community 

since they require less modifications on network side. However, when it comes to 

802.11-based WMNs in real world, the terminal-based approaches might introduce too 

much workload on terminals and more than that, they have the practical issue of 

incompatibility with existing legacy terminals. 

6.2.3 Network-assisted Approaches 

Network-assisted approaches are preferable in real-world large-scale networks for two 

justifications: i) One is that the network-side is more powerful than the terminal-side in 

terms of computation and communication capacity. By deploying intelligence on 

network-side, the overhead of probing, processing and caching is shifted from MCs to 

APs. Dedicated resources can be contributed to support fast handoff such as pilot channel 

and handoff management entities. ii) The other is that the network-assisted approaches 

enable compatibility with legacy terminals which have prevailed in markets. 

Singh et al. [73] propose to set up a signaling channel to disseminate information of APs 

in the vicinity similar to the functionality of pilot channel in cellular networks. In 

addition to that they suggest eliminating the probing process when necessary. M. E. 

Berezin et al. [71] propose to use virtual APs to monitor MC on a dedicated channel and 

design a mechanism to enable a MC to permanently regard itself connected with the same 
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logical AP so that no need to initiate handoff to incur delay. S. Jin et al. are inspired by 

MultiScan and propose a novel scheme by installing multiple radios on an AP [72], 

which basically contribute one radio to probing constantly so that the other radio can be 

spared from handoff operations. 

In our previous work [50], we have proposed a network-assisted fast handoff scheme to 

utilize APs to monitor a MC and manage its handoff by building a correlation of radio 

signature of the MC and its serving AP. We eliminate the probing process totally at a cost 

of introducing a training stage prior to operational stage of the network. 

We conclude that the network-assisted approaches have significantly reduced the 

overhead on terminal-side, enabled compatibility with terminals available on markets. 

Nevertheless, the cost of the approaches and the impact on the communication between 

MCs and its serving APs both are expected to be minimized, this is the major concern in 

our current research. 

6.3 Opportunistic Probing with Virtual Radio  

Before we introduce the proposed OppoScan, we first briefly reviewed the procedures of 

the traditional network-assisted fast handoff which are shown as follows： 

1. MC1 is associated with AP1 on the channel CH1. MC1 starts moving and AP1 detects 

the RSSI of MC1 is less than a predefined threshold Thandoff. 

2. AP1 exchanges information with the single-hop neighboring APs on the same or 

different channels via inter-AP communication of wired or wireless mesh links. 
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3. Each of the single-hop neighboring APs starts to measure the RSSI between itself and 

the MC. 

a) If a neighboring AP is on the same channel of MC1, it listens to beacons sent from 

MC1 for a period of time and can obtain the RSSI values from the received 

packets. If no beacons received, then it will send a probe request message to MC1 

and extract the RSSI information from the probe response message sent from MC1. 

b) If a neighboring AP is not on the same channel of MC1, then it will temporarily 

disconnect all the MCs it is serving, switch to the same channel of MC1, and 

obtain the RSSI information by listening or exchanging the messages with MC1. 

4. The AP with the largest RSSI will be chosen as the next serving AP of MC1. 

From the procedures above, we can see that the major problem lies in the condition when 

an AP wishes to measure the RSSI between itself and the MC in a different channel. An 

example is shown in Figure 48. In this example, AP1 is the serving AP of MC1, and they 

work in a different channel of AP2.  When AP2 wishes to measure the RSSI between 

itself and MC1, AP2 needs to switch to the channel of MC1, thus disrupt all the 

communications between AP2 and the MCs it is serving.. 

                               

Figure 48 AP2 needs to switch to the channel of MC1 thus disconnecting all MCs currently serving 
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Therefore, we have the following question, for a MC and its potential next serving AP 

but is currently working in a different channel, is it possible to estimate the RSSI without 

requiring the AP to switch to the channel of the MC? To be more specific, we wish to 

find out, for a MC, the AP working on a different channel but have the good RSSI value.  

Assume AP1 is the serving AP of MC1 working on a channel CH1 and the RSSI value 

between them is RSSI1. AP2 is a single-hop neighboring AP working on a different 

channel CH2. AP2   is the serving AP of MC2 and the RSSI value between them is RSSI2. 

We have the following observations. 

1. If AP2 is in geographic proximity to AP1, then after AP2 switching to CH1, the 

measured RSSI value between MC1 and AP2 will be similar to RSSI1. This means that 

if AP1 detects the RSSI of MC1 is less than a predefined threshold and starts to 

looking for the next serving AP in its single-hop neighboring AP list, AP2 should not 

be considered. This observation is shown in Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49 Observation 1: AP2 to be filtered as next serving AP when geographically near AP1 

2. If MC1 is in geographic proximity to MC2, then after AP2 switching to CH2, the 

measured RSSI value between MC1 and AP2 will be similar to RSSI2. This means that 
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in some conditions, the RSSI values between a MC and an AP can be re-used by a 

nearby MC as the estimate of the RSSI if it is connected to the AP. This observation 

is shown in Figure 50. 

.                                                                               

Figure 50 Observation 2: RSSI to be re-used when MC1 and MC2 are close to each other 

We utilize Figure 51 as an example to show how to apply the two observations above in 

real conditions. In Fig.5, AP1 is the serving AP of MC1 and has four single-hop AP 

neighbors: AP2 ~ AP5, and we assume that all of these 4 neighboring APs are not 

working in the same channel of AP1.  When AP1 finds that the RSSI of MC1 is less than a 

predefined handoff threshold and starts to look for the next serving AP, it first eliminates 

AP4 and AP5 from the list as these two APs are very close to AP1. In addition, MC1 finds 

out that it is close to MC2 which connects to AP2, then RSSI2 will be utilized as the RSSI 

value between MC1 and AP2. Similarly, as MC3 is near to MC1, then RSSI3 will be 

utilized as the estimate of RSSI between MC1 and AP3. If, for example, both RSSI2 and 

RSSI3 are larger than the handoff threshold and RSSI2 is greater than RSSI3, then MC1 

will choose AP2 as the next serving AP.  In the scenario shown in Fig. 5, although there 

are 4 APs that are working on a different channel from AP1, none of these APs need to 
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switch to the channel of AP1 to measure the RSSI with MC1, thus realizing fast handoff 

without requiring disruption of communications between any APs and their serving MCs.  

                              

Figure 51 Example of using the two observations above. 

It can be seen from the example above that, in order to estimate the RSSI value between a 

MC to an AP working on a different channel without requiring the switching of AP, we 

utilize the RSSI values measured by a neighboring MC to the AP, if such a neighboring 

MC does exist. From this perspective, we virtually utilize the radios of neighboring APs 

on different channels in an opportunistic way. This is why we call this method the 

opportunistic probing with virtual radios.  
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Figure 52  Algorithm of the proposed scheme OppoScan 

Presumption:  

 APi  is the serving AP for MCi and they work on the channel CHi.   

 APi detects the RSSI of MCi is less than a predefined threshold Thandoff. 

 

Input:  

 The list of all the single-hop neighboring APs of APi : {APsingle-hop} 

 The list of all the APs that are geographically near to APi with the distances less than 

DAP meters: {APnear} 

 The list of MCs that are geographically near to MCi with the distances less than DMC 

meters: {MCnear } 

 

Output: A single AP which will be utilized as the serving AP for MCi 

1. APi  will delete all the APs in {APnear} from {APsingle-hop} 

2. {APsingle-hop} is divied into two sets: those APs in the same channel of APi  and different 

channel of APi. The former is denoted as {APsingle-hop}A, and the latter is denoted as 

{APsingle-hop} B . 

3. APi sends a Probe Request message to all its single-hop neighboring APs via the mesh 

links between APs. 

4. APi  will find out the serving APs for each MC in the {MCnear } and generate a list of 

APs: {AP(MCnear )}. 

5. APi  will find APs which are in different channel of APi but have a MC near the MCi: 

{APvirtual} = {AP(MCnear )} {APsingle-hop} B 

6. Using the RSSI values measured between each of the APs in the set {APvirtual} and the 

corresponding MC as the ones measured between MCi   and the APs in the {APvirtual}. 

7. For those APs in the same channel of APi  :{APsingle-hop}A, APi will receive the probe 

response to collects the RSSI measurement. 

8. For those APs  in the {APsingle-hop} B and are not in the set of {APvirtual}, they will switch to 

the channel of MCi to measure the RSSI. 

9. Using the RSSI values in {APvirtual}, the {APsingle-hop}A, and the ones measured in Step 8, 

the AP with the maximum RSSI will be chosen as the next serving AP (denoted as 

APnext.) 
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Note that if the potential single-hop APs of APi are working in the same channel with the 

current MC, then APi will send a probe request to ask these APs to measure the RSSI 

between themselves and the MC. In addition, for the remaining APs that are not in the 

same channel of APi and are not in geographic proximity to APi, and at the same time, do 

not have any MCs near to the current MCi, these APs will switch to the channel of MCi to 

measure the RSSI. Algorithm 1 shows the procedures of the proposed method. 

To determine the single-hop neighboring of an AP is relatively easy, as the deployment 

of APs is generally handily available. To find out the neighboring MCs for a certain MC, 

we can utilize the methods proposed in [75][76][77], which are generally encounter-

based methods that can detect the nearby mobile phone users using different technologies 

like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 

6.4 EVALUATION 

6.4.1 Testing Scenario 

We deployed a total of 198 APs in two shopping malls in CBD of Shenzhen. The APs are 

all IEEE 802.11b/n 2.4GHz band. The hardware chipsets of APs include Atheros 9344 

and MTK 9531. The topology of the whole 802.11-based WMN is mesh networks 

connected by wired and wireless links distributed on different floors of the two shopping 

malls.  

We implement the proposed scheme in the firmware of the APs. We configure the 

network so that the experiments are conducted in a controlled environment. 

MinChannelTime is set to 1ms and MaxChannelTime is set to 10ms. The channel switch 
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time is 300us. Three non-overlapping channels CH1, CH6, CH13 are used. RTS/CTS 

handshaking is used in the virtual AP environment with different data rates. The handoff 

delay time is defined as the period that a MC cannot exchange date packets with any AP 

during the handoff process. 

6.4.2 Performance Criteria  

We utilize the handoff accuracy as the measure to evaluate the performance. We define 

that if using the proposed OppoScan scheme, an AP has found its single-hop AP with the 

greatest RSSI value, then this handoff is regarded as correct. The handoff accuracy is 

then defined as the ratio of the number of correct handoffs to the total number of handoffs 

occurred during the experiment. 

Besides the handoff accuracy, we also evaluate the benefit of the proposed OppoScan 

using the switching ratio, which is defined as the percentage of the number of APs that 

have been switched to nother channels. Obviously, the smaller the value, the greater the 

benefit of OppoScan is. 

6.4.3 Performance Evaluations 

We will show the performance of the OppoScan in a test in a shopping mall in which 56 

APs are deployed. This test last for 30 minutes and involved 25 mobile phone users who 

randomly walked around in the shopping mall. In this test, the threshold to determine 

whether to APs are geographically together is set to 15 meters.  
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Figure 53 shows the handoff accuracy of the OppoScan. We can see that on average, the 

handoff accuracy can reach about 65%~90% in most cases, which indicates that 

OppoScan can find out the best next-hop AP with the probability of 65%~90%. 

                           

Figure 53 Handoff accuracy of the experiment carried out in the shopping mall with 56 APs 

Figure 54 shows the switching ratio of the system during the test. We can see that the 

average switching ratio is about 0.3 which indicates that the OppoScan can save about 

70% switches of APs on average.   

                            

Figure 54 Switching ratio of the experiment carried out in the shopping mall with 56 APs. 
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Figure 55 shows the handoff accuracy of the experiment we obtained in another shopping 

center where a total of 142 APs are deployed.  Compared to Figure 53, we can see that 

the handoff accuracy of the system deployed in a denser environment of APs is slightly 

lower.  

                            

Figure 55 Handoff accuracy of the experiment carried out in the shopping mall with 142 APs. 

 

Figure 56 shows the switching ratio of the system during the test above. Compared to 

Figure 54, we can see that the switching ratio is much lower. This indicates that the 

OppoScan can save more switches of APs in a denser environment. 

                                

Figure 56 Switching ratio of the experiment in the shopping mall with 142 APs 
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6.4.4 The effect of important parameters 

In this section, we evaluate the effect of important parameters for the OppoScan.   

The first parameter we wish to evaluate is the threshold that determines whether two APs 

are geographically near to each other. We have carried out a number of tests in the 

shopping mall with 147 APs, with each test corresponding to a different threshold 

ranging from 10m, 15m, 18m, 21m, 24m, 27m and 30m.  Figure 57 shows how the 

average accuracy and the switching ratio change with the change of this threshold.  It can 

be seen that generally speaking, with the increase of the threshold, both the handoff 

accuracy and the switching ratio will be decreased. This can be easily explained as the 

fact that for a certain APi, a larger threshold will delete more neighboring APs, thus 

decrease the switching ratio. However, due to the same reason, the price to pay is that the 

handoff accuracy will be decreased. 

                         

Figure 57 Effect of the threshold of APs proximity on handoff accuracy and switching ratio 
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The second parameter we wish to evaluate is the density of MCs. Similarly, we carried 

out 4 tests in the shopping mall with 147 APs, with each test corresponding to different 

density of MCs.  To control the density, we ask the different number of mobile phone 

users walking randomly in the same floor of the shopping mall at approximately the same 

speed. The numbers of mobile phone users in these tests are 5, 10, 15, and 25.  In these 

tests, the threshold to determine whether two APs are geographically near to each other is 

set to be 15m. Figure 58 shows how the average accuracy and the switching ratio change 

with the change of the number of mobile phones.  It can be seen that generally speaking, 

with the increase of the mobile phone density, the handoff accuracy slightly decreases but 

generally remains in the same level.  On the other hand, with the increase of the density, 

the switching ratio is significantly decreased. This can be explained as the fact that with 

more number of mobile phones, a certain APi, can have higher probability to find a 

nearby MC and utilize its RSSI values.  

                              

Figure 58 Effect of density of MCs on handoff accuracy and switching ratio 
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6.5 Conclusions 

Fast handoff is a very important issue to deal with in 802.11-based WMN because it is 

essential to fulfill the real-time applications with stringent delay requirements.  Currently 

the rapid business deployments of 802.11-based WMN require network-assisted 

approaches rather than terminal-based approaches because of practical purpose of being 

compatible with legacy smartphones on the market.  

In this section, we propose a novel network-assisted fast handoff mechanism. With 

opportunistic and collaborative probing of partial APs instead of orchestrate all 

neighboring APs to probe, the connection interruption occurred by APs switching 

between channels is significantly alleviated, while at the same time, the accuracy of 

handoff is maintained. We have done extensive experiments for evaluation and we will 

be working to forward network-assisted approaches in our future research in large-scale 

dense 802.11-based networks.   

. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Research 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis we present the detailed mechanisms, simulations, implementation and 

experimental results of Secure Fast Handoff solutions in 802.11 Wireless Mesh Networks. 

We have conducted systematic investigations and studies on key issues. With respect to 

each issue, we identify problems which are important but not yet well addressed and 

propose corresponding solutions. We conclude our works as follows. 

To address secure fast handoff in 802.11-based WMN based on current off-the-shelf 

hardware, we have proposed Network-assisted Radio Signature scheme as a novel Layer 

2 fast handoff mechanism to realize proactive probing by making the most of the static 

topology of an actual 802.11-based WMN, with a trade-off of training phase prior to 

operational phase. We also propose a proactive dual re-authentication mechanism which 

achieves fast handoff without great degradation in security criteria. It improves the 

security of optimistic access by providing one time ticket while effectively reduces the 

authentication delay. We have quantitatively analyzed both re-authentication delay and 

security degradation and also proposed numerical model for optimizing parameters for 

system performance. To our best knowledge, we are the first to achieve such an optimal 

performance of Secure Fast Handoff at no cost of extra hardware or overhead, comparing 

with other pilot projects.   
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Furthermore, to address the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment and 

push forward the above technique Network-assisted Radio Signature, we further propose 

Temporal-NRS (T-NRS) scheme. It leverages historical knowledge of APs associated in 

time series to assist in handoff decision in addition to NRS technique based on spatial 

knowledge. The enhanced scheme improves the performance whilst it greatly eliminates 

the inflexibility of the original approach by no longer requires a training phase.  

At last, to continue addressing the handoff problem in an AP-dense WMN environment, a 

collaborative scheme OppoScan (Opportunistic Scanning) supported by virtual radio is 

proposed. OppoScan opportunistically leverages nearby MCs and APs to produce the 

required information of neighboring AP for handoff, thus significantly decrease the 

number of switching channel of APs. Our evaluation based on experiments indicates that 

OppoScan can efficiently achieve low delay while maintaining handoff in more practical 

scenarios for 802.11-based WMN. 

7.2 Future Research 

The work presented in this thesis is still on its early stage for mass application and still 

requires much more improvements. We conclude the thesis by providing some 

suggestions for future research. Specifically, we believe the below aspects are worthy of 

further exploring.  

First, given a highly-dense AP and MC scenario in the future, we believe distributed 

approaches will further improve both AP probing and re-authentication to achieve 

secured fast handoff. Since security is very important in real-world deployment, we will 
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study how to reduce re-authentication delay after introducing more secure mechanisms 

while maintaining the overhead of security management among Aps and MCs to be at a 

low level. The existing work uses proactive re-authentication but relies on 

communication with AS. In our next developing scheme, the intermediate credentials will 

be managed and re-used cooperatively by Aps and MCs in a highly distributed manner 

instead of being re-generated by AS. With this work we aim to further reduce re-

authentication delay re-use of PMK/PTK and decrease dependency on Authentication 

Server. 

Second, to evaluate the tradeoff between secure fast handoff and the cost of the 

mechanisms, we will carry out a comprehensive study on the overhead introduced. We 

will compare time cost and message overhead for each scheme by experiments. We will 

also identify the application scenarios for each scheme in terms of network size and user 

mobility pattern. 

Thirdly, we see a future of booming of 802.11-based WMN co-existing with cellular 

systems 5G to extend the coverage of pervasive Internet access. This will bring new 

opportunities and challenges to provide seamless communication and applications for 

mobile users to roam between 802.11-based WMN and cellular systems. The integration 

of handover mechanisms of cellular systems will be a new direction of secure fast 

handoff in 802.11 networks. 

At last but not the end, new application scenarios always bring new challenges upon 

secure fast handoff mechanisms such as IoT and blockchain. We will further carry out 

research on the massive connections introduced by IoT and constant updates introduced 
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by blockchain applications. We will aim to improve handoff performance by taking 

advantage of the highly-distributed mobile nodes for computing and storage.  
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